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ABSTRACT

The role of thermal properties and chemical kinetics of the solid

phase in the combustion process of propellants was determined both analyti-

cally and experimentally. New techniques were developed to measure these

properties under conditions of steady-state and transient deflagration.

Contributions of solid phase reactions and radiation, which in the past

have been considered to be negligible, have been shown to be of particular

importance in determining the extinguishability of solid propellants as

well as the steady-state burning process.

SUMMARY

Temperature profiles and surface temperature measurements were

taken during steady-state and transient burning of solid propellants. The

rate of chemical reaction in the solid was measured from these profiles and

found to correlate with DTA patterns of the propellant. The surface tempera-

ture as measured by infra-red emission and thermocouple corroborated each

other. Radiation penetration was measured by observing through the regressing

grain using infra-red, and verified by thermocouple measurements.

The increased ignitability of the propellant after extinguishment was

determined to be due to an increased reactivity by the solid phase, probably

from CI03- contaminants.

A transient burning rate model was developed which at least quali-

tatively describes the effect of depressurization. Measurements of the

temperature profile during rapid depressurization were made and provide

valuable insight into the response mechanism of the solid phase.

vi
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. PURPOSE OF REPORT

The purpose of the work covered in this report is to determine

the extent to which the solid phase contributes to the combustion mechanism

of ammonium perchlorate propellants during steady-state and transient pressure

conditions. The role of the solid phase is often spoken of as being purely

thermal, however the work presented clearly shows that chemical reactions

do occur and contribute significantly to the overall deflagration process.

In addition, the propellants tested have been found to be highly transmissive

to radiation and hence the thermal role is more complex than is generally

considered.

B. METHOD OF APPROACH

In Section II, analyses have been performed to develop a model

of the combustion process during steady-state and transient burning. The

model has been programmed to include the effect of chemical reactions, from

which the temperature profile can be determined and compared to experimental

data. The transient model which has been developed reveals that the response

of the profile during depressurization can lead to an oscillatory surface

regression and this has been verified by experimental data. In addition,

the role of radiation and erosive burning on the combustion process are

considered.

Section III is concerned with the experimental portion of the

program. New techniques have been developed to measure the thermo-chemical

contribution of the solid phase. The role of chemical reactions before and

after extinguishment is considered in terms of laboratory techniques such
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I,B, Method of Approach (cont.)

as DTA (Differential Thermal Analysis), DSC(Differential Scanning Calori-

meter), and TGA(Thermogravimetric Analysis). A new and extremely precise

method of measuring thermal diffusivity is derived. Thermocouplemeasurements

of the temperature profile during steady-state and depressurlzation were made,

with concurrent film coverage of someof these tests. The role of the solid

phase during ignition was investigated using thermocouples and infra-red

emission simultaneously. Finally, infra-red emission was used to determine

the role of the surface temperature during steady-state and transient burning

as well as to determine the radiative penetration during combustion.

The results of the theoretical and experimental findings are used

to determine criteria which would allow an evaluation of the extinguishability

characteristics of propellants. Several of the most extinguishable propellants

are evaluated in light of these criteria in Reference (24).

C. CONCLUSIONS

In order to match the actual temperature profiles with the model

it was found necessary to incorporate both solid phase chemical reactions

and radiative heating. The transient model predicts that a complete inter-

ruption of the burning rate is unlikely to occur but rather that the solid

phase will respond in a pulse-like regression when subjected to extremely

high rates of depressurizatlon.

Thermocoupleand infra-red emission measurementsof the temperature

profile showcorroborating results. The response of the surface temperature

during depressurization was found to be extremely slow. The temperature
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I,C, Conclusions (cont.)

profiles at low pressure revealed an inherently different mode of combustion

than at higher pressures, indicating a mechanism shift from a seml-stable to

stable burning as pressure increased. Radiation penetration measurements

showed that the AP propellants transmitted at infra-red wavelengths and that

small amounts of aluminum considerably reduced the penetration. Ignition of

the AP propellants using an arc illuminator source demonstrated that the

solid phase reactions predominate in the ignition process at ambient pressures.

Work still remains to define the role of chemical reactions in the region of

the lower pressure ignition regime.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF BURNING RATE MODEL

A. INTRODUCTION

One of the chief objectives of this program is to develop a model

of the combustion process of a solid propellant which can be used to determine

those characteristics which will improve the extinguishabillty of the propel-

lant. The method of approach is to define those physico-chemlcal parameters

which are of critical importance in determining the steady-state burning rate.

With these parameters established, the steady-state model is then simplified

by allowing the chemical reactions to vary with temperature in a mathematically

tractable fashion.

The role of radiative penetration is next considered. It is shown

that measured radiation penetration is relatively greater at low pressures and

leads to adverse extlnguishability conditions.
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B. STEADY-STATE MODEL

The effect of solid phase reactions is generally neglected in

describing a burning rate model. This assumption is likely to be true at

high pressures because the surface temperature is sufficiently high that the

solid phase can supply all the reactants required in a form suitable for

combustion in the gas phase. However, at low pressures, the solid phase

should control since the gas phase reactions can exist only to the extent

that reactant species produced by the solid decomposition are made available.

It is interesting to note that the Russian literature (e.g. Fur) assume solid

phase decomposition to be rate determining.

Let us first examine the chemical kinetics of AP deflagration.

The effect of pressure on ammonium perchlorate and propellant decomposition

has been recently determined by Wenograd (20) and Schmidt (15). These data

lead to the result that solid phase reactions are significant and possibly

controlling to pressures around 500 psia. Schmidt (15) concludes that with

catalyzed AP propellants, the pressure range is extended. The low tempera-

ture decomposition of AP (even catalyzed) does not accelerate the burning

rate over the higher pressure range of 300-3000 psia. Deflagration results

only when AP is in the cubic state, and the decomposition in the high

temperature decomposition mode involves HCI04. In an AP propellant the high

temperature decomposition is competitive with sublimation, their relative

contributions depending on pressure, heat flux and catalyst, the sublimation

contribution decreasing with increases in pressure and addition of catalyst.

4
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II,B, Steady-State Model (cont.)

At low pressures and moderate heat fluxes, perchlorlc acid is

involved in the decomposition. Without catalysts, the decomposition rate is

controlled by sublimation; with cataly _d systems, heterogeneous decomposition

of the acid occurs at the surface. In that case the fuel can interact at

points of contact of the decomposingAP. These effects would similarly be

found at higher heat flux levels.

The role of the AP decomposition can be further considered by

examination of DTA(15) and DSC(19) patterns. Here one finds that not until

subatmospheric conditions of less than 400 mmHg does the heat of decompo-

sition of AP markedly decrease, becoming eventually endothermlc as pressure

is decreased implying a change in products of reactions. WhenAP is endo-

thermlc (<5 psla), the lower limit of ignition should be reached. The rate

of heat liberation by AP appears to follow an Arrhenius expresslon (19) with

an activation energy of 62.5 kcal/mole. At low pressures, Powling(12) has

shownthat the burning rate of propellants using AP has an activation energy

of just hslf this value. As Wenograd(20) has shown, this implies that the

solid phase completely dominates the burning rate. Of interest is that the

laboratory techniques of DTAand DSCshow a change in the pattern of heat

evolution with particle size, the smaller particles resulting in greater

exothermicity at lower temperatures. As pressure in increased, these

patterns show an accompanyingdecrease in the deflagratlon temperature until

a lower limit is reached. At this point the deflagratlon exotherm more

closely resembles an Arrhenlus type reaction rate dependencyon temperature.

5
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II,B, Steady-State Model (cont.)

Prior to this, i.e. at lower pressures, the exothermicity is clearly not

Arrhenius, but appears to be composedof several competing reactions. The

thermocouple data to be presented tend to substantiate thse results. The

solid phase decomposition rate therefore appears to be dependent on the ex-

tent of reaction, which implies an order of reactions in the solid phase.

During the course of this program, DTApatterns were used in

an attempt to correlate the observed exothermic pattern with the model.

Using the DTA, the heat of reaction of the solid phase decomposition, AH,

can be obtained only if the reactions goes to completion in the solid phase,

however, for the final exotherm leading to deflagration, the process is

completed in the gas phase, and estimates of AHwere generally too low

when comparedto literature Values. Secondly, estimates of an activation

energy from the DTAresulted in data scatter from which it was not possible

to obtain meaningful quantitative results. The DTAtherefore appears useful

as a qualitative instrument only.

It is frequently argued that if solid phase reactions existed,

gas evolution from below the surface should be observed. This is not necessary,

however. Using TGAtraces, it has been shownthat the weight loss prior to

deflagration decreases substantially with an increase in heating rate. Extra-

polation of these data to propellant combustion conditions indicates that no

appreciable gasification from the solid phase reactions need occur. Since the

weight loss rate should be proportional to the extent of overall reaction, _,

it is easily shownthat when the reaction rate is solely temperature dependent,

% f(T),
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II,B, Steady-State Model (cont.)

_# = If(T)dT, a function only of temperature

where _ is the heating rate. Using data for AP decomposition as shown in

Figure i, the rate of overall reaction, 6, is plotted in Figure 2 from which

one sees that apparently two separate mechanisms are involved, a low tempera-

ture decomposition involving some 30% weight loss up to _ 400°C and a high

temperature decomposition with activation energies of about I0 and 37 kcal/

mole °K, respectively.

The equations* for the steady-state burning rate model are

derived in Appendix I; we shall simply discuss the computer results here. In

the solid phase, the dominant mode of heat transfer has been assumed to be

conductive. Experimental data indicate the heat transfer to be radiative

also and so the role of radiation is discussed separately in Section 1118.3.

For the solid phase assuming that the heat of reaction is generated at a rate

dependent on the extent, _, and a function of temperature, f(T), the burning

rate, r, then depends primarily on the surface temperature, T
s"

T
s

eZ' (l-_s)n IT f(T) dT
2 o

r = Q _ (i)

_s {.95 rs-To 2cS }
s

Note the inverse relationship between the burning rate and the extent of the

reaction. For an Arrhenius reaction, f(T) = exp -E/RT, and generally since

E/RT >> i, the burning rate for the solid phase is governed by the surface

* Nomenclature defined in Glossary.
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II,B, Steady-State Model (cont.)

temperature.

The model predicts that the burning rate for a material with a

higher themal diffusivity resulting from a metal additive would cause a

higher burning rate because the amount of heat penetration would be increased

and reactions would begin sooner. This has been experimentally verified by

Wenograd(20) Themodel also predicts that the burning rate measuredas a

function of surface temperature should provide an activation energy half of

that of the actual governing process. Thus for several propellants using

AP, Powling (12) has obtained values of _ 30 kcal/mole, and the mechanism

governing deflagration must have an E _ 60 kcal/mole. This value is not

appropriate to the three major mechanismshypothesized by Powling, namely _

sublimation, high temperature, or low temperature decomposition. This value

is, however, appropriate to AP decomposition governed by the total decompo-

sition process as measuredby Waesche(19) (62.5 kcal) using a Differential

(14)Scanning Calorimeter and by Saunders and Pellette , who noted that two

separate mechanismsappear to exist in the AP deflagration. This would mean

that the burning rate is governed by the sumeffect of the sequence of

reactions because these (exothermic) reactions raise the temperature inside

the grain and permit the surface temperature to be reached more rapidly.

Using the computer solution to the heat conduction equation with

Arrhenius reactions, several typical profiles are shownin Figure 3. The

depth below the surface at which the reactions becomenegligible is of the

order of 0.3 a/r for the cases shownand is inversely proportional to the

activation energy.

8
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II,B, Steady-State Model (cont.)

As we see, when the heat of reaction is small (QR/CsE= .025)

but the surface temperature is high, (Q/CsTs = .5) the profile is indis-

tinguishable from the case where no chemical reactions occur. Even for the

case of a high heat of reaction (QR/CsE= .08) and low surface temperatures

(Q/CsTs = 1.6), the solutions are not appreciably different. This is because

with Arrhenius type reactions, the reactions drop off rapidly with grain

depth. Only when the extent of reaction at the surface is extremely high

will a profile occur whose form is discernibly different from the exponential.

Furthermore, except for the case of a significant extent of reaction in the

solid (_s = .5) and high surface temperatures, the temperature becomes

essentially ambient at depths of yr/e A 3. Experimental evidence will be

presented in Section 111.2 which demonstrates that the experimental temperature

profile is significantly greater than allowable by the thermal diffusivity and

hence that conduction cannot be the sole heat transfer mechanism. Finally,

since the profiles with and without chemical reactions are so similar, the

presence of significant chemical reactions must be experimentally evaluated by

a more sensitive method than plotting T(x). This method is detailed in

Section 111.2.

The reactant products evolved by the solid phase maybe influenced

by purely surface type reactions, involving an enthalpy change. The surface

reactions maybe pressure dependentas well as involving vaporization proces-

ses. In any event, when the gas phaseadjoins the solid- (or liquid-) surface-

interface, the transition is assumedto be describable by the samemoving

boundary heat conduction equation
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dTC d2Tk L J
---i - k --i- = s

rPs dy dy

where L represents the heat liberated by the "interface" reactions

J is the reaction rate
s

Since the equation applies across a discontinuous medium, integration must

be in the Stieltjes-Lebesgue sense, i.e.,

rp s [C Tp s
g s

As is shown in Appendix I, this integration leads to the conclusion that

the gradient of the extent of reaction at the surface must vanish, i.e.

d--_I = 0, and basically assumes a continuity of the reaction scheme in
dy

s

going from the solid to gas phase. Experimentally we have found that the

deflagration exotherm goes through a maximum below the surface and the slope

of the temperature profile then levels off. This would be in agreement with

the vanishing _ gradient. Hirschfelder and Curtiss (8) also make this

assumption in their description of the flame structure of a combusting

material. Integration of the heat conduction equation in the solid phase

permits the gradient in the solid phase to be determined.

The heat flux from the gas phase then becomes for C A C
p s

= rPsCs(Ts-T o) i

L + Q_s

Cs (Ts-T o)
(I.A)

i0
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II,B, Steady-State Model (cont.)

The bracket term is essentially a lag factor, _, which shows that solid

phase and interface reactions, L, reduce the heat flux required of the gas

phase to promote a given burning rate. Whenthese exist and the flux is

reduced by depressurization, the solid phase can respond more rapidly because

the reactions provide a more rapid transition in establishing the new profile.

Although L is difficult to measuredirectly, indirect measurementsof unstable

combustion mayprovide reasonable estimates for use in a steady-state burning

rate model.

Let us now turn our attention to the gas phase. The solution for

the burning rate which satisfies the gas phase is derived in Appendix I from the

Zeldovich equations.

z
(2)(r0s)2 =

Q(l-_s )(l-_s)2 Tm-Tf + 2 C
P

R

E

where s0 has been assumed to be relatively independent of temperature.

the temperature at which the reaction rate is a maximum, namely

T is
m

T
m

Tf

RTf
l+n--

E

The effect of changing the surface temperature or activation

energy is shown in Figure 3a. When RT /E is reduced from .i to .05, the
s

profile is extended but the profile for RT/E > .i remains almost identical

and results in almost the same dimensionless burning rate, B, when the flame

ii
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II,B, Steady-State Model (cont.)

temperatures are kept the same. Thus the effect of surface temperature

changes does not affect the burning rate calculated for the gas phase. This

is in agreement with Corner's (3) results. The effect of diffusion can be

shownto shift the extent of reaction closer to the surface as Le is decreased.

Whensolid phase reactions exist _s limits the amount of heat released in the

gas phase, Q. As Q increases, the extent of reaction _s increases and the

reactions must extend over a greater distance•

Separation of the burning rate equations into a solid and gas

phase component now requires that the unique value of the rate be related

through the reaction extent at the surface, _s" Such a solution is easily

obtained if we assume _s is small. Eliminating _s between Eq. (i) and (2) _,

the burning rate becomes

2 A 2 -E/RTse
r = (3)

-E/RT l

- Bpn/2 + _B2p n + 4A 2 e s

The burning rate is uniquely defined only when P(Ts) is known. At low

pressures, Equation (3) is completely dominated by the solid phase while at

high pressures, the burning rate is governed by the gas phase decomposition
-E'/RT

rate If, as an example, P(Ts) _ e s• , then the burning rate will be

m
essentially a linear function of p , m # n/2, i.e. the measured burning rate

exponent differs from the usually assumed value (n/2). Because of this r(p)

can actually go through a maximum. In general, it is difficult to explain

observed burning rate exponents resulting in platonic or even negative burning

12
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II,B, Steady-State Model (cont.)

rate exponents, since zero order gas phase reactions are not probable. This

model, however, makes such exponents possible if we assume that the surface

temperature is sensitive to pressure, low E'. When E' is effectively negative

(a decrease in surface temperature with pressure as observed by Powllng(12)),

we could reasonably expect burning rate exponents even in excess of unity.

As p + 0, a finite burning rate is still possible. Therefore, a loss mechanism

not stated in the conductive equations must be involved to cause extinguishment.

Such a mechanism is radiative heat transfer. Before turning our attention to

the effect of transients, let us determine the effect of grain temperature on

burning rate. Using Equation (3) and assuming that the surface temperature is

not changed by changes in grain temperature, differentlat_on of £n r

To ]p /i+_ (Ts-To Qs/2Cs )

yields

(i + _ + /i+_)

where
-E/RTs 2 n

= rA 2 e /B p and Cs/C p_ i

At high pressures, % << i

I

r 2Tf

At low pressures, _ >> 1

1
_ _ .2%/°C

r T -T
S o

13
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II,B, Steady-State Model (cont.)

Thus we see again further evidence that at low pressures the deflagratlon

process is dominated by solid phase decomposition, while at high pressures,

the process should be gas phase controlled. The above estimates utilize

nominal values to give reasonable values for _ . The latter, higher valuer

is more typical of solid rocket motor propellants. The coupling effect at

intermediate pressures would tend to weight the burning rate sensitivity to

lower values. Thus for _ = I, _ _ 0.13%/°C. Measurements of _ as a
r r

function of pressure would therefore appear to offer a method of evaluating

the relative effects of the solid and gas phase.

C. EXTINGUISHMENT MODEL

Under transient conditions, the partial differential equations

describing the burning rate are sufficiently complex that only numerical

solutions are possible. In order to gain meaningful insight into the

extinguishment process we will relax the desirable criterion of an exact

solution by simplifying the effect of chemical reactions, and allowing the

instantaneous burning rate to take on a time averaged value during the

depressurlzation. Thus the transient form of the heat conduction equation

with chemical reactions takes on the following form, as can be derived from

Appendix I.

where

_v _2v _v

_-_=_ r_
_y2 _y

V _

T-T - Qs_/Co s

-T - Qs_s/CsTso o

(4)

14
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II,C, Extinguishment Model (cont.)

If we now define a flux function, F, by

F = av/ay

and assuming Fyt = Tty , we obtain, using Equation (4), the transient flux

equation
d2F

2
dy (5)

where r is a time averaged burning rate.

Thus the flux, or temperature gradient, is governed by the same partial

differential equation as the temperature itself, even if the burning rate

changes with time. This approach is necessary since the flux at the grain

surface is the quantity which is actually specified during depressurizati0n.

An initial condition and two boundary conditions are required to complete

the evaluation.

These are given in Appendix I by

(i)
r r yo o

-.--._i_=u)= -- exp --c_

the steady-state solution

(2) F(y=O) = F exp -Kt t > 0
o

an imposed flux by which _/p A constant

(3) F(-®,t) = 0

To solve Equation (5), we make use of the Laplace transform,

defined by

f(y,s) -- I= e-st F(y,t) dt
o

The solution of the inverse Laplacian transform equation then becomes

15
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II,C, Extinguishment Model (cont.)

F
_--= exp
o

-- 2
ry rr-r
o O o

B

-Kt + ry
e 2e

+--
2

--2
r erfc

+ e

+ e

F i
' 4Ke

2a _2
r erfc

e-(

4Ke

2 i 21

r -r i

o o t + ry -r° i-

2
erfc 2---_t + ro

'r°I-_ ericr3_-r° i-2ro,! (6)

We can see that from this equation that the exact solution of the equation

involving the true reaction kinetics and flux, which must be even more

formidible, prevents any simple description of the burning rate response

during transient conditions. However, there are several aspects of the

solution which provide deep insight into the response mechanism during

depressurization. First, as burning rate, _, decreases, the gradient at

the surface of the grain changes from a simple exponential to a sinusoidal

(response because the term i - -_, becomes negative. The imaginary

complementary error functions have been tabulated so that Equation (6) could

16
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II,C, Extinguishment Model (cont.)

be numerically evaluated. The secondboundary condition, F ÷ 0 as y + _ is

automatically obeyed by Equation (6). For points near the surface (y _ O),

the first and third terms on the right hand side cancel each other and the

gradient is effectively governed by the second term. In order to reduce

Equation (6) to its most fundamental description and yet maintain the general

nature of the response, we will use the response of the system near the surface.

In addition, the complementary error functions for short times reduce to unity,

so that in essence the solution to the flux equation reduces to the form

F----- exp (- Kt +_y (I + F))F 2_
o

4K_ 'where F -- i --2
r

Although this form is admittedly a very simplified version of the actual

solution, it incorporates the two most salient features, the shift to a

cyclic burning as _ ÷ 0, and the effect of the transient flux. Experimental

evidence is provided in the next chapter to show that the cyclic burning

occurs, and the frequency involved is associated with the depth of the zone,

i.e. when the temperature has been reduced to essentially ambient conditions.

This occurs when

2 2

X___3 = r___-
4et 4_f

The frequency is then
2

r

f_ 12e _ 15 cps
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II,C, Extinguishment Model (cont.)

which is approximately the level observed. Equation (7) obeys the boundary

conditions and the initial condition, as well as the Fourier equation itself

if _ is interpreted as a constant. If _ is used as the instantaneous value,

the solution is shownto still be valid for values sufficiently close to the

surface so that

y << 2_/r

which, as previously mentioned, therefore defines the major portion of the

profile for conductive heat transfer.

Using Equation (7) the temperature distribution can be

determined by integration and yields

j I ]v = F dy = o ry (l+r)
-_ ? (l+r) exp -Kt + 2a

(8)

In order that the temperature eventually goes down to the ambient conditions

it is obviously necessary that the numerator must be less than the denominator,

i.e. that the burning rate may actually exceed the steady-state burning rate,

which is r exp (-Kt). We will now use the results of the above equations in
o

a way so as to minimize the effects of the simplifying assumptions made. This

is done by directly integrating Equations (4) and (7) which yields

-Kt
F e 4a

v s = - _-_ v dy -- F _ e -- (9)o _t 2
s -_ [_ (l+r)]

Since the associated steady-state burning rate is given by

r = r exp (-Kt)
ss o

18
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II,C, Extinguishment Model (cont.)

we obtain the more generalized solution

r

rv = r - 4_ d ss
s ss dt --2 2

r (l+r)

It is of interest to note that if we were to assume at this point that the

depressurization is small, so that F & i, and hence that r • _, we obtain
SS

the solution originally derived by Paul(ll):

K
r=r +--

ss r
SS

The transient equation has been approximately considered by

various authors. Paul (II) considered T to remain constant. Empirically,
S

Lovine (9) has shown that the Paul (II) equation can be correlated using a lag

factor, _, such that

Typically % has values from .3 to .5.

Xan
r = r

ss r p
ss

This % factor Marxman (I0) has attributed to surface coupling reactions pre-

venting solid phase response. Rather than assuming T as constant, Marxman
s

attacks the response problem by direct integration of the transient heat

(io)

conduction equation as was done in obtaining Equation (9). Marxman assumes

that the temperature profile is not able to respond, so that the steady-state

profile can be used to evaluate the integral, and so
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r = r
ss

T -T d An T -T
so o (% s o

T - T r dt
s o o

The major problem therefore requires an empirical determination of the tempera-

ture profile during depressurization. This question will be considered in

Section III where pertinent data are presented. As will be shown, the response

is actually cyclic in nature, and therefore a theoretical description must be

obtained which reflects this type of response. Marxman's approach is not

substantiated by the data because the profile responds as well as the surface

temperature.

D. THE EFFECT OF CHEMICAL KINETICS ON EROSIVE BURNING

Before examining the experimental data on extinguishment let us

consider the effect of chemical kinetics on erosive burning. When gases flow

over a surface, a boundary layer of stagnant gases is built up which increases

in thickness as the friction tends to stagnate the flow more and more, so

that the velocity profile bends close to the surface. If gases are discharged

from the surface, the velocity profile is thickened and therefore prevents

turbulent eddies entering into the gas layer adjacent to the surface.

Equations for the momentum boundary layer with blowing must be considered

in order to obtain the friction velocity, V,, with mass addition. However,

using the analogy between heat flux and friction velocity, the turbulent

conductivity can be related to the turbulent eddy viscosity. The temperature

profile is divided into two zones, a heating zone and a chemical reaction zone,

for which the profiles with and without erosive burning can be compared, and
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II,D, The Effect of Chemical Kinetics on Erosive Burning (cont.)

therefrom the turbulent and non-erosive burning rates, rt and r. Such an

analysis is carried out in Appendix II and leads to the result

i TI_T s Ts,t-To '

E I i i

= exp - R IT T
s,t S

+ o>i xdxv 
_nl_?T o' iro---=_s P _-_T fl i+T/,JV,o o

k

(i0)

This augmented rate applies only to the region where the flux is

increased by the flow. From the boundary layer equation this point occurs

when

V, 2 > u(ro°-s)

As an example of a typical motor

= .02 R .2
X

.002

giving a minimum velocity of some 600 ft/sec before any appreciable erosive

effect was actually noted.

Examination of Equation (i0) shows that for high burning rate

propellants which would be associated with a small activation energy, that a

change in surface temperature would not as markedly affect the burning rate

as for a slow burning propellant. That is, erosive burning should primarily

affect slow burning rate propellants. Secondly, the effect of exothermic

surface reaction and subsurface reaction (+L) is to decrease the turublent
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II,D, The Effect of Chemical Kinetics on Erosive Burning (cont.)

rate through the first T ' term. Third, if aluminized propellant is used
o

where the exothermicity appears farther from the grain, T I will increase,

hence the erosive effect will increase. Finally, if T increases sufficiently
S,t

the chemical reaction temperature, T1, is approached and the flame in the gas

phase can no longer be sustained. Just prior to this, a maximum erosive rate

must therefore exist. The general nature of the erosive burning effect should

therefore be as sketched below:

r t

r
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III. EXPERIMENTS CONCERNING THE STEADY AND TRANSIENT STATES OF

COMBUSTION OF _OLID PROPELLANTS

A. INTRODUCTION

During the course of this program measurements were carried out

which were aimed at clarifying some of the features of the combustion process

of a solid propellant. Such questions regarding steady-state combustion as

determining the contribution of solid phase reactions and the effect of

radiation were raised. In addition, questions regarding the actual response

of the temperature profile and quenching of chemical reactions during

extinguishment needed experimental clarification. The experiments which were

carried out to determine these effects involve several new techniques; there-

fore an interpretation of the data must be made in light of the measurement

problems involved and an evaluation of these techniques is given.

B. STEADY-STATE BURNING RATE MEASUREMENTS

I. Thermal Diffusivity

The model has supposed that chemical reactions in the solid

phase exist and contribute a significant heat release. The theoretical

calculations of the model indicated that the presence of chemical reactions

might well be difficult to determine from the temperature profile. Selzer (16)

using polarized light to show the AP transition plane, calculated an excess of

energy under the temperature profile due to chemical reactions. However, the

thermal diffusivity at high temperatures must also be accurately known.

Measurements of e were carried out using several techniques, all giving very

similar results, and not indicating a significant change of _ with temperature.

Before returning to the question of solid phase reactions, let us therefore

examine the results of thermal diffusivity measurements. Data from self-heating
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III,B, Steady-State Burning Rate Measurements (cont.)

experiments were used to determine _, and for a test propellant composedof

16%AI, the value obtained was 1.8 • 10-4 in2/sec. The second method utilized

the increase in internal energy by hydrostatic compression to produce a

transient heat flow as the specimen relaxes toward thermal equilibrium follow-

ing rapid depressurization. A typical decay plot is shownin Fig. 5. The heat

transfer coefficient of the system can be determined by calibration and the

diffusivity is obtained utilizing the analysis of Carslaw and Jaeger(2), and

(4)
Chung.

r d £nT/dt
=

X 2

i

where XI is the smallest root of the transcendental equation satisfying the

surface heat transfer response, tabulated for various geometries by Wiegand (23).

The value obtained was 1.85 "10 -4 in2/sec.

This method is especially appealing from the point of view

that it provides a method of determining e from a small temperature differ-

ential, about .I°C, hence the value of e is at (T ± .I°C). The usual methods

require _ measurements over a much larger temperature range. Although _(T)

at high temperatures were not made, this method provides an experimental

possibility of determining _ into the temperature range of decomposition.

Since Schmidt (15) and others have shown that in the presence of an ammonia

atmosphere the solid phase decomposition process is retarded until temperatures

of _ 400°C are reached, measurements in an NH 3 atmosphere where the pressure

is rapidly dropped could be used to determine e(T) for AP propellants.
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Ill,B, Steady-State Burning Rate Measurements(cont.)

Similar measurementsfor the binder can be made. Finally, composites of

AP binder and even aluminum could be madeto determine the interaction.

In utilizing a thermocouple to measure the temperature

profile, the voltage output at low temperatures was separately amplified in

order to provide a more accurate definition of T(x); the slope of the

£n T-T vs x curve provides the thermal diffusivity. Under actual burningo

conditions the value of _ tended to be greater than five times as high as

measuredby the standard technique at the low temperatures. In order to

better show this effect the temperature profile was electronically amplified

and the chart speed run at 50 ips; the results are shownin Fig. 6. The

explanation for the higher diffusivity is hypothesized as being due to

radiative transfer, which will be considered in Section 111.3.

2. Solid Phase Reactions

Theoretical calculations showed that the existence of solid

phase reactions was unlikely to be answerable by measurement only of the

temperature profile. One could integrate over the entire temperature profile,

as Selzer (16) did, and of course with chemical reactions there would be an

excess of energy, yet an inflection point indicating appreciable solid phase

energy release would be difficult to find. These uncertainties arise because

the temperature is an integration of the rates of heat release and fluxes.

However, if we consider that for a constant burning rate, the

heat conduction equation can be written

d2T dT
= [C_- z' (i-$) n exp - E/RT]

r dt 2 s
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Ill,B, Steady-State Burning Rate Measurements(cont.)

Wesee that by differentiating the temperature profile trace, the chemical

reactions becomeimmediately available. The most direct method of doing

this is to electronically differentiate the voltage signal. The problem is

to match the frequency response characteristics of the circuit to the major

frequencies of the event. This problem has been solved and the circuitry is

discussed in detail in Appendix III. The theories all provide that dT/dt

and dp/dt be known; rather than calculating these from the data of T(t) and

p(t), the circuitry allows the measurementof the transients directly.

The use of thermocouples to measure the solid and gas phase

profiles is subject to various sources of error, and hence misinterpretation.

First, the leads must be brought in below the plane of the thermocouple to

avoid premature heating of the TC leads. This and other sources of error are

discussed in Strittmater (17) Despite various precautions taken by Strittmater,

temperature profiles were obtained which indicated that the thermal diffusi-

vity measured in the grain depths is high by an order of magnitude, indicating

that a heat flux other than purely conductive is forcing the temperature to

increase deep into the grain. Similar results indicating a higher value of

at low temperatures have been obtained by Summerfield(18) using thermocouples.

These data indicate that the surface temperature rises with pressure until

somewherebetween 500-1000 psi, depending on the propellant type, the surface

temperature decreases.

To avoid such problems as heat losses in the thermocouple

Junction leads, a new technique has been developed in which the leads are
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in the plane of the junction. Secondly, to minimize the disturbing effect

of the TC's presence on the normal temperature distribution in the propellant,

the thickness has been reduced to a degree which improves on all presently

available techniques by electroplating thin films and adhering these onto the

propellant surface. The first thermocouples made were about 0.i in. 2 area

and about I0_ thick, but the thinness possible is limited only by the metal

required to produce adequate thermoelectric effect. The electromotive power

(24_ V/°C) is about 90% of that achievable for bulk thermocouples, with a

sensitivity of better than 0.1°C. Results of T(t) on semi-log plots show a

behavior typical of propellants, and shows the solid phase reactions at the

higher temperatures. We also investigated vapor deposition which appears

quite satisfactory as a means of forming thermocouples directly on the

propellant surface. Finally, small TC beads were compressed under high

pressures to obtain a planar thermocouple ( _5_ to i0_ thick and %50_ diameter).

Results were essentially the same as in the previous two methods, and since

these can be made up more readily, this latter method was used in the tests.

However, it is anticipated that the vapor deposited thermocouples may provide

insight into the gas phase profile since their response capability can be

improved an order of magnitude. Measurements using cast in place and cementing

TC's produced comparable results. The planar TC sheets formed provide an

averaging process over the temperature front which can progress at different

rates depending on whether or not the immediate front is an oxidizer crystal,

binder, or metal particle.
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Using the thermocouples described above in conjunction with

the differentiating circuitry, traces of T(t) and T(t) are given in Figures 7

through i0 for a typical PBD-AP-AIpropellant. The temperature profiles are

as expected relatively smooth, however, the derivative shows the presence of

exothermicity. It is instructive to comparethe T trace with the DTA (Fig. 48)

for this propellant burned at 15 psia. Wesee that there is a high correlation

with the AP endothermclearly visible at 242°C, and the pre-deflagration

exotherm-endothermat _350°C. The deflagration exotherm leading up to a peak

of _470°C cannot be completely revealed by the DTA, however, a comparison of

T(t) with DSCthermogramsmaymarkedly clarify the relationship of the exotherms

and the combustion process in the propellant. Two important points should

further be noted about the temperature profiles. The first point is the

leveling off of the profile after the %470°Cexotherm. This result was noted

for most of the propellants when burned at ambient conditions. As the pressure

is raised the effect diminishes, completely disappearing at pressures in the

400 psia regime. Above 500 psia the 470°C exotherm has essentially vanished.

This pressure level is also one at which the propellant deflagration ex_therm

as measuredby DTAhas shifted to its lower value, as noted previously in the

section dealing with combustion kinetics.

The leveling off of the profile at ambient conditions leads

one to believe that at the lower pressures a type of irregular surface

condition may exist. The low burning rate allows the planar thermocouple more

time to integrate over an irregular surface, while at higher burning rates the
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thermocouple will respond to the dominant surface characteristic. The fact

that a thermal diffusivity calculated from the temperature gradient and

measured in the same temperature regime as by standard techniques yields a

value which is too high and changes with pressure indicates that the heating

mode changes with pressure. This effect can also be noted in Summerfield's

data, shown in Fig. ii, where the apparent conductivity changes with burning

rate. It is difficult to separate the solid phase reactions from the

radiative heating but we can be assured that convective heating plays only a

partial role in the deflagration process at low pressures. Since _ shifts

to level values with increasing pressure, at higher pressures we might anti-

cipate that convection is the dominant mode. Using microatomized AP (_i0_),

the thermal diffusivity decreased to values comparable to the true value,

indicating a secondary role for radiative heat transfer when microatomized AP

is used. At low temperatures the profile shows thermal penetration to depths

unexplainable except in terms of radiative preheating. Using microatomized

AP (_6_) - PU, the thermal diffusivity decreased to values several times the

true value, as shown in Fig. 6a. The thermal diffusivity would be expected to

be close to normal if the small particles act to scatter incident radiation.

Furthermore, with the small particles the averaging effect of the planar

thermocouple would be to see several localized regions of AP combustion which

should produce a T(t) trace which is less regular, the endotherms and exotherms

being mixed together. As is shown by Fig. 13, this is indeed the case. The

scattering effect of radiation by small particles leads to a very significant
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conclusion regarding extinguishment. Thus, although the small particles

give higher burning rates and should make extinguishment more difficult,

small particle AP actually produces an easier to extinguish propellant. This

result is unexpected in terms of gas phase combustion modeling, and can best

be explained as caused by radiation. One final comment regarding use of

microatomized AP. We have found that when AI and more AP but of larger

particle size (_70_) is added to a binder-micro AP matrix so that the flame

temperature is increased but the solids loading remains constant there is no

change in burning rate; the AI and large AP matrix deflagration appears to be

the important parameter in controlling the burning rate. Since the mean

particle size is reduced and the flame temperature increased we would expect

from Summerfield's model some compensatory effects on burning rate. That the

burning rates should be identical over a large pressure range and solids

loading however indicates that more than coincidental compensating effects are

involved.

Since the exothermicities as derived from the T(t) trace are

qualitatively different for microatomized AP, this indicates that the solid

phase decomposition is particle size dependent. The deflagration exotherm

appears to be reasonably reproducible, namely _4500°C/sec. Using _470°C for

the surface temperature it is interesting to note that T (at 470°C) varies with

the square of the burning rate, as seen by the table given below for the PBD

propellant.
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P r T(t) T(t)/r 2

15 psi .15 ips 4500°C/sec 2.0.105

200 " .33 " 15000°C/sec 1.5.105

400 " .40 " 30000°C/sec 1.8.105

Since the value of T/r Just below the surface is proportional to the gradient

or is a measure of the flux, we have the relationship that the burning rate

is proportional to the flux. The value of the thermal conductivity term as

measured is small compared to the gradient term, so that the heat conduction

equation reduces to

i dT Qs
-- -- =-- = const.r dx 2

r

i.e. the burning rate is determined by the solid phase heat generation rate.

The measured result that d2T/dt 2 = 0 through the deflagration exotherm can be

explained only by solid phase reactions, i.e. the conditions Just below the

surface appear to be governed by solid phase reactions.

Becauseof its importance to the combustion process we shall

devote the next section to a discussion of the effects of radiation.

3. Radiation Heat Transfer

As was noted by the TC measurements, an appreciable radiation

heat flux appeared present. To further check this result, the implications to

deriving an accurate burning rate being quite significant, many different types

of tests were carried out. We will first discuss these test results, all

confirming radiative transfer, and then describe the theoretical implications•
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The first test used two thermocouples in the sameplane; the

first TCwas located immediately below a large AP crystal. The temperature

trace for this shownin Figure 12 shows a marked increase in temperature deep

inside the grain with the typical leveling off effect at _500°C. The second

test utilized microatomized and high speed AP; if radiation does penetrate

deep inside the grain, the smaller AP particles should scatter the radiant

energy so that the effective _ would decrease. As shownin Figure 6a, the

small AP particle propellant did indeed demonstrate a highly reduced thermal

diffusivity, closer to that of the propellant's diffusivity whenmeasuredby

standard techniques. Whena small grain was burned in an internal burner

configuration with a calorimeter attached to the burnout surface, heat flux

was perceived by the calorimeter at about 650_ below the surface. Again this

depth was much too great to be accounted for by simple conduction.

By implication, the fact that a calorimeter could perceive

sufficient thermal effects through the grain led us to believe that a radiative

profile could be obtained using not only a photocell but also a monochromator.

Typical results of such a test at 1.45_ and 4_ are shownin Fig. 14. The

photocell and monochromatorprofiles are different because the monochromator

responds to essentially only the preset wavelength. Secondly, the monochromator

response is not quite as rapid as the photocell. As shownin Fig. 15, when the

wavelength is changed, the maximumtransmission is strongly altered. For the

propellant tested at 15 psia the peak transmission occurs at about _l.3u. A

propellant with 16%AI, however, showeda vastly reduced level of emitted
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energy through the grain. The transmission or radiation "profile" is due to

the composite of several separate effects, namely, the radiant energy flux

from the gas phase and the transmisslvlty of the propellant which are wave-

length dependent, and secondly as the grain depth decreases the higher grain

temperatures becomemore important. These two effects have been separated by

measurementsof the transmissivlty of the propellant (at ambient conditions).

The AP is essentially as transmissive at 4U as at 2U, an absorption band

existing at 3U. Therefore it appears most likely that the reduced radiative

flux noted by the monochromatoris due to a decreased flux from the gas phase

at 4U. In terms of a blackbody radiative source, the peak at 1.3U would

correspond to 2300°K, which can be compared to the flame temperature for this

propellant of _2500°K. In Section 111.4 it will be shownthat the mono-

chromator voltage, V, varies logarithmically with the temperature, i.e.,

£n V %-I/T. The "radiation profile", i.e. V(x) in the grain as measured is

nearly exponential, and assuming that the radiative flux varies logarithmically

with the temperature, yields a "radiation" temperature profile of the form

i I
=AxT T

s

where A was measured from the profile data to be .5"i0-6_-i°c -I. Essenhigh (5)

has shown that the "radiation" temperature through a solid without conduction

should have the form

T4 = T 4 _ KBx
S
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where K is the transmissivity coefficient defined by

and

T_ : (l-pl) exp -Kx

ri iTf 4 _g - _ T e-KLB=_ _ er 4 4
S S S S

which can be assumed dominated by the flame temperature. Measured values of

K (see below) indicated that the depth of the profile should only be about

30_, even for = as low as .5. Since the measured depths are much greater,
g

this requires that the effective emissivity of the gas could be relatively low

(less than .i), or that the radiant driving temperature be nearly that of the

surface temperature. Few measurements of propellant gas emissivities are

(i)
available; one from Adams gives emissivity values which are not in conflict

with these results. (See Fig. 16).

Of the incident radiation falling on a surface, a fraction,

_, is absorbed, a fraction, p%, is reflected, and a fraction is transmitted,

T%. Absorption by liquids and solids is generally limited to the region near

the surface. For good electric insulators (propellant), the depth is generally

of the order of 1000U. (7) Hence, for a propellant with a conductive tempera-

ture profile governed by the burning rate and of the order of _200_, the depth

or penetration by radiation can be considered to be greater than the conductive

profile.

In an actual burning propellant, the temperature profile drops

rapidly and hence the emissivity for a thin layer close to the surface obeys
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Kirchhoff's Law, namely

sl = (l-rl) (i - exp -s%y)

The optimumwavelength for measuring the surface temperature therefore is one
(12)

for which Pl is small and _I is high. Powling has shownthat for AP the

absorbing wavelengths are in the 3, 7 and 9U regions. It is interesting to

note that in the 2.5U and 4-5_ regions AP transmits some80%of the incident

radiation even to a 80_ depth. Thus radiant emission from the gas into the

propellant at these wavelengths must be considered to be deep whenthe radiation

impinges on an AP crystal. Generally the transmissivity follows an exponential

decay as shownin Fig. 17. Since these results depend on the value of the

transmissivity, K, we have calculated one from the measuredvalue of A and

comparedto the theoretical isothermal radiation profile, i.e. for temperature

close to the surface, and _ _ .ig

or

11  Ts4T4
X = _ Ts 2K Tf4eg

. 2A _4 Ts5} -i

This is in reasonably good agreement with Powling's value from AP that we feel

until more complete transmissivity data on the sprecific propellants are avail-

-i
able, values of about 1-3 x 10 -3 _ can be used as an approximate figure for
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purposes of discussion. From this the transmitted energy deep into the

grain can be estimated. It can be seen that the radiant depth of penetration

can be significant even at i000_, and that large (_200) AP crystals would

transmit from such a source some60%of the incident radiation. Assuming a

gaseous radiation source of 3000°K of which 99%is absorbed through the gases

so that _i cal/cm2sec impinges at the surface and using the transmittance, K,

determined from Fig. 17, this amounts to about .6 cal/cm2sec radiant flux

transmitted from the surface to the 200_ depth. If we compare this to an

estimated heat flux at 200_ from conduction alone along the temperature gradient,

namely for a rate at higher pressures of .7 cm/sec

Or (Ts-To) exp ry -_ 1.8 cal/cm2sec (l-A)(200U) = Cs -

and lower pressures of .25 cm/sec, _ (200U)_ 6.5 cal/cm2sec, we see that the

radiant contribution in depth can be a significant contribution. At greater

depths the flux is essentially radiative. Therefore, radiant penetration at

least through large AP crystals must be considered to contribute to the

thermal rise deep into the grain.

A consequence of assuming that radiant penetration is

significant would be to effect the temperature sensitivity of the propellant,

• Studies of the effect of radiation on _ are needed. These studies
r r

should include an evaluation of dyes which may preferentially absorb radiation

at various wavelengths. It may also be possible that simply coating large AP

crystals with a non-transmitting material such as Viton would decrease the

depth of radiant transfer and therefore lead to a reduced temperature
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sensitivity. Radiant transfer might also explain why a change in grain

temperature shows essentially no effect on extlngulshabillty. Thus the grain

is heated by radiation to appreciable depths ahead of the flame front and

thereby causes heats of solid phase reactions to be generated which must be

removedduring extinguishment. Becausethese are extensive in depth, the

extinguishment process is then effectively governed by the depth of the chemical

reaction profile produced by the radiation.

The conductive heat flux decays with distance into the grain

by r/e while the radiantly transmitted heat flux decays by a factor KI. The

radiant energy reaching the source from the gas phase will decay with the

pressure as

(l_e-_Px)

where e is an absorption coefficient, depending on wavelength

p is the pressure

x is the beamlength

At first it would appear that at high pressures most of the

radiant energy in the flame is absorbed before reaching the surface and hence

at high pressures little radiant energy would impinge on the grain surface.

Let us examine this closely. At nominal pressures, the reaction zone thickness

is essentially inversely proportional to pressure, i.e. the gas temperature in

the reaction zone is a unique function of px. Hence, if (l-e -_px) of the

radiant energy emitted at the point x is absorbed by the gases and radiates at

a temperature T(x), then the flux transmitted to the surface is approximately
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e-_PXT4(px). FromFig. 17, of the radiant flux transmitted to the surface,

the depth y will receive a fraction exp (-Ky). The radiant flux into the

grain is then

! /e -_px T4(px) dpx • -Kyqr p e

The integral itself is insensitive to pressure since the flame zone thickness

varies inversely with pressure. Neglecting the change of _ with pressure, the

radiant energy impinging on the grain surface is then inversely proportional

to pressure. The conductive flux deep into the grain depends on the burning

rate through Eq. (I-A) and diminishes rapidly with pressure. The ratio of

radiant to convective heat flux is

qr ery/_-Ky

q pr

Differentiation shows that as the pressure decreases the contribution of

radiative to convective heat transfer will go through a minimum, and any

further decrease in pressure will result in a proportionately greater radiative

contribution. In other words, at low pressures for those wavelengths which

are transmitted, the radiative heat transfer penetrates relatively deeper into

the grain, and probably via the largest AP crystals. Therefore extinguishment

should be enhanced if the large AP crystals were coated with a material which

prevented transmittance, and if the AP particle sizes are decreased.

It is interesting to note some further consequences of the

effect of radiation. The conductive profile has a relaxation time given by
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the unsteady heat conduction equation, namely

T _ y2/e
C

Although the radiative flux which enters the grain establishes itself rapidly

(speed of light through the medium) that portion which is absorbed in thin

sections goes into raising the temperature and requires a finite time to

raise the grain temperature.

by (5)

pC T
s

r KsT 4
s

The relaxation time for this process is given

At various grain depths, an effective thermal diffusivity, or, can therefore

be defined which would be measured by the gradient of the £n T vs x profile,

since this more basically measures the thermal relaxation time during combustion.

Using the typical value of K,

s x(_)-- "_ 5"10 -4

r pC N Lsec 2-_

From this we see that values of _ as measured from the temperature profile

during burning of AP propellants could be several times "normal" at depths

of 2000p and greater, because the profile is more rapidly established by

radiation at these depths. This penetration is further not only a function

of the transmissivity but sensitive to the surface temperature, as well as

the entire temperature profile. Measurements of the latter are given in the
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following section. When similar boundary conditions are applied, Essenhigh (5)

has shown that an effective thermal conductivity can be defined, from which

the diffusivity will be

3
_T

s
C_ ---- --

r KpC
N

where N_8 at the surface

N_4 deep into the grain

Typically for propellant _ will be from 2-4 times the actual value, againr

showing good agreement between theory and measurement of the radiation effect.

Substantially higher values indicate possible photochemical effects. Prior to

considering these measurements one further point about radiation must be

considered, namely the measured propellant emissivity, since this can be altered

by radiation.

In defining emissivity as the ratio of emitted intensity

compared to a blackbody at the same temperature, the propellant must be main-

tained at a uniform temperature. During burning the profile is not in equili-

brium with respect to the steady-state radiation profile, and even more acutely,

during extinguishment the radiation profile will establish itself more rapidly.

Since at low pressures, this profile is relatively deeper, the effect of

radiation is to lead the profile into the grain hence creating a response lag

to extinguishment. Thus in the transient burning rate equations the thermal

diffusivity plays the role of allowing the heat to escape through the surface.

The equivalent thermal diffusivity from radiation cannot be viewed in this
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manner since it plays a directional role, i.e. always deeper into the grain

as the pressure decreases.

In Appendix IV, it is shown that the radiative heat conduction

equation requires solution of an integro-dlfferential equation. As a first

approximation, the radiation can be shown to act as a space dependent heat

source, and this case is solved in the appendix. From this the temperature

profile with radiation is given by

r___x _f o'ff4 [ rx Kx]
r0C IT-To] = qc e- e + _ te- _- - e-

r

r > K, so that deep into the profile, the term e dominates, theGenerally,

relative contribution of radiation changing with pressure and the effective

r -3in2/sec
thermal diffusivity is given by =' = _2"i0 which corresponds in

order of magnitude to measured values. Appendix IV also shows that the propel-

lant surface emissivity is affected by the burning rate through the temperature

gradient. Finally, radiation affects primarily the grain "in depth" and hence

when radiation effects burning rate it must do so by acting to "preheat" the

grain temperature, effectively a _ effect.
r

4. Surface Temperature Measurement Usln_ Infrared

The measurement of the surface temperature of a burning

propellant using infrared (i-i0_) wavelength was first performed by Powling (12).

This technique is fraught with several problems, and a discussion of these is

necessary in order that the data may be viewed in perspective. The technique
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used to measure the surface temperature rests on a comparison of the radiation

emitted from the propellant surface comparedto a blackbody. The comparison

must be based on the fact that the specimen is at the sameuniform temperature

as the propellant. This uniformity was verified by using a thermocouple

embeddedin the propellant. Powling's procedure was to test using equidistant

mirrors to guarantee that the optical paths were identical. Our purpose was

to determine if the surface temperature response could be measuredduring

rapid depressurization. In addition a procedure to determine the surface

response to an externally variable radiant heat flux was required. To do this,

a window bombwas constructed in which the surface could be viewed through a

first-surface reflecting mirror. In order to allow measurementat various

wavelengths, the reflected rays were passed through a sodium chloride window

in the bombwall and then into the monochromator. A purge system of N2 was

used to decrease the obstruction by the particulated gases generated by the

various propellants. A schematic drawing of the apparatus is shownin

Fig. 18, with photographs of the set-up in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20. For simplicity

the blackbody output was calibrated against a light source and this source was

used in situ in the bombin the propellant location. A comparison with the

blackbody then gave an effective beamlength through the bomb's lens system

which was used as the standard calibration distance of the blackbody. The

first surface mirror and NaCI window did not result in any significant loss

in intensity. After firing, the light source was again used to determine if

the production of corrosive gases had produced any significant deterioration
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of the mirror or window and loss in intensity. Generally, the losses were

small or negligible. Once in a while, however, the mirror would be sufficiently

corroded to void the test results. The corrosion was found to depend primarily

on the degree of purge used, and a stronger purge was then used to correct the

problem of smokeor corrosion of the mirror. The light beam (at wavelength _)

emitted from the propellant surface at the temperature T is reflected by the

first surface mirror and passes through a sodium chloride window into the

monochromatorwhich measures the temperature. The voltage output from the

monochromatoris comparedto the voltage output of a blackbody source at the

samewavelength and known temperature TB. Since the propellant itself may

emit less radiation than the blackbody at the sametemperature, the temperature

T can be determined only if the ratio of the emissive intensities between

propellant and blackbody are known.

In order to determine the propellant emissivity, a reference

blackbody radiation source is required. The blackbody used is an Electro

Optical Industries Model 143 with an EOModel 215B Temperature Controller

(all solid state). If greater precision is required, the blackbody source is

equipped with a platinum resistance thermometer to be coupled into a bridge for

temperature measurementof the source. The cavity emissivity is 99 + 1%. The

blackbody source has a .50 in. diameter cavity and can operate over a temperature

range of 50°C to 600°C, the controller providing + I°C accuracy and .I°C

stability. Several aperatures of nominal diameters (.200", .i00", .050", .025")

are available.
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a.

let us examine some simple principles of radiative heat transfer.

Calibration Technique

In order to show how the temperature measurement is made,

For an

ideal blackbody, the emissive intensity follows Planck's Law:

-5
Cll

E IB = C2

exp_-_- i

where CI = 268 cal U4/sec cm 2

C2 = 14,380 _°K

= wavelength in micron, i_ = 10 -4 cm

At low wavelength readings, Wien's Law where the exponential term in (i)

dominates, is used. In that case the temperatures of two bodies can be

compared at the same wavelength by

l 1 _ E AB'T"--(_
m = _n

T To C2 EkB(To)
(2)

Therefore we need to compare the emissive intensity, E B' with the actual

voltage reading, V%. Differentiating Eq. (i) at constant temperature, the

maximum emissive intensity (EkB ) occurs when
max

km(_) Tm(°K) = 2898 (3)

Measurements at different blackbody temperatures of the wavelength at peak

voltage were made, to determine if Eq. (3) was being obeyed. The result is
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shownin Fig. 21. There is an apparent shift in the peak wavelength from

ideal as the temperature increases. In Fig. 22, the emlssive characteristics

of the blackbody are shownas well as for reference the ideal blackbody

normalized for the samepeak voltage and calculated from Planck's Law. Not

only at 190°C, but also at other temperatures there appears to be a plateau

in the 7-8_ region. Becauseof absorption through the atmosphere, the

spectral intensity varies with distance, examplemeasurementsof the intensity

at beamlengths of six and eight inches from the slit are shown in Fig. 23.

If the constant C2 were increased, the emlssive spectrum would result in a

narrower profile more closely duplicating the actual spectrum, but shifting

the peak toward higher values of %. Therefore we see that in using Planck'sm

Law a measurementof the change in voltage with temperature must be madein

order to utilize Eq. (2). Since the voltage does not follow El linearly, the

relationship of V%(TB)must be evaluated at the wavelength of interest.

The final characteristic of the blackbody to be con-

sidered is the exponent of % in Eq. (I). Differentiation of Eq. (i) shows

that d £n E%m/d£n T = 5. A plot of the £n V%mvs £n T in Fig. 24 showsam m

slope of 5.88, indicating that the emission would drop off more abruptly than

an ideal blackbody at high values of %, which is experimentally verified by

Fig. 22. This higher slope accounts for the shift in peak emission to lower

values of %, as also shownin Fig. 21.

Therefore, a modification of Eq. (2) is in order. A

plot of Eq. (2) in Fig. 25 using the voltage instead of the emissive intensity

shows the relation (2) is usable in the form
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i i % V B.T.C_
-- = _n

T To C' 2 V BCTo)._
(2.1)

if the constant C2 is replaced by the experimental value 16,000 _°K for

measurements at 4_. At a wavelength of 2.2_, C 2 is 13,700 _°K, in good

agreement with theoretical.

Finally, as was pointed out before, the emissive

intensity at the same wavelength of the propellant compared to that of the

blackbody will differ; the ratio is called the emissivity, E_, defined by

E%

_ = (4)
EkB

In order to measure the emissivity of the propellant under test, a black

holder, with an aperture equal to that of the blackbody, is heated in a

stream of hot nitrogen or air, and the voltage output is measured. A sample

of the propellant is then placed in the hot nitrogen stream, the sample size

being large enough to cover the aperture. The sample is allowed to heat up

to the stream temperature, and the temperature of the sample is measured by

an iron-constantan thermocouple. When temperature equilibrium is established,

the voltage is again measured. The difference in voltage output is assumed

due to the emission of the propellant. Comparing this voltage to that of the

blackbody at the same temperature gives the emissivity, i.e.

_ = V% (T)

V%B(T) (4.1)
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Equation (2.1) using the emissivity then becomes

1 1 _ V_(T)

= To C'2 £n VkB(To)£_
(2.2)

Since the propellant cannot be heated to the actual

surface temperature existing during deflagration, it must be assumed that c%

is not a strong function of temperature. Comparative measurements over a

range of 200°C did not show any significant change in emissivity. The

emissivity of several propellants was determined and are shown in Fig. 27,

26a, b, c. In addition the emissivity of pure AP as measured by Powling is

shown for comparison. Because of low transmissivity of AP at _ 3_, one would

expect a high emissivity at this wavelength. This is found for thin sections

of pressed AP by Powling. However, the high emissivity of AP at 3_ does not

appear to exist in the propellants tested. Since it is desirable to make

surface temperature measurements in a region where the emissivity does not

change appreciably, the region above 5_ is indicated. On the other hand the

error in surface temperature measurement is reduced when lower wavelengths

are used, as given by Equation (2.2). The temperature sensitivity is immediately

derivable from Equation (2.2) by differentiation, namely at 237°C and % = 6u.

AVI C'2V _ 1.78 x 104 x .3
..... .0034 Uv/°K

T %T 2 6 x 5102

It should be pointed out that the temperature as measured by Eq. (2.2) is

relatively insensitive to the actual emissivity and the voltage reading
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because of the logarithmic relationship. Thus if the emissivity were .9 and

unity were assumed,at %= 6_, the error in the temperature would be about

20°C, or roughly 2-1/2%. If a wavelength of 2_ were used, the error would be

about 7°C, which corresponds to an error in voltage reading of approximately

.02 _v. This latter is close to the measured limiting voltage deflection

reading of .015 _v, hence we can assumethat the primary errors in surface

temperature measurementwill not be associated with emissivity measurements

but rather with other factors, such as the accurate interpretation of the

emissive intensity.

The emission at 2.2_ of a PU-APpropellant at higher

temperatures was tested by slowly heating the propellant, allowing some

5 minutes for thermal equilibrium to be established between each temperature

change. The results are shown in Fig. 25 and compared to the blackbody

calibration curve. Samplesof the propellant were removedat different

temperatures for microscopic examination. Although the propellant changed

from an ochre -brown - black material as the temperature was increased to the

ignition threshold, there was only a slight upward shift in the relative

emissive intensity. After the emissivity measurementwas completed, samples

were cut for microscopic examination. White speckels of porous AP were found

to exist in a matrix of charred binder (black).

In addition, as is shownin Appendix IV, the actual

emissivity will be somewhatdifferent in the combustion state because of a

non-uniform temperature distribution below the surface. The best check on
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the emissivity is therefore to determine if the surface temperature within

reasonable agreement with the thermocouple data. This was found to be the

case. Before examining the results of the surface temperature measurement,

let us consider the layer of hot gases above the propellant surface during

combustion.

b. Problem of Optical Measurement of T
s

Probably the most severe criticism that can be leveled

against the optical procedure of measuring the surface temperature is that

one must look through the layer of hot gases which envelopes the propellant

and itself emits radiation. Since the emissivity decays rapidly with beam

depth through the flame zone, the gas emission can be restricted by removal of

the gaseous products from the surface. Powling (12) did this by sweeping the

flame away from the surface with a N 2 purge. If radiation substantially

affects the regression rate the temperature may be reduced considerably at

higher pressures; this could possibly explain why Powling obtained a decreas-

ing T with pressure. Optimally, the surface temperature should be measured
s

at values of _ where gaseous absorption is nominal. Our measurements showed

that substantially the same "surface" temperature was obtained at 2.2 and 4_

and these are wavelengths from Powling's absorption date which should be

highly transmissive to radiation in depth. To further test this hypothesis

grains were burned on their sides so that the flame was viewed on edge.

These results showed an emissive intensity for the propellants tested of about

10-20% which would reduce the surface temperatures measured through the flame
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by about 100°C. However, even on edge the propellant is hot and so some of

the emission seen "on edge" would be due to the solid and not the flame. A

comparison of the surface temperature as measured by the monochromator and TC

is given in Fig. 28 wherefrom we conclude that the surface temperature is

possibly 500C lower because of the flame. Another proof is the response of

the surface temperature, since if it were the gas phase emission, the response

to depressurization should be very rapid. As is sho_n later, the surface

temperature dramatically lags and so it would appear we are measuring the

surface temperature response. Several other "gas phase" tests such as

changing sample size were conducted and these also gave similar results,

namely some but not an apparent overriding contribution from the gas phase.

If a solid material is highly absorptive at a given

wavelength, then the radiative penetration is low and the emissivity is high.

Powling (Fig. 27) noted that AP has three major absorption bands at 3, 7 and 9

and the AP emissivity was high at 3_ (absorption in the 3-4 region is due to

NH, OH and CH bonds). His temperature measurements were therefore made at the

wavelengths of the three major absorption bands. The relative transmissability

of the PU-microatomized AP propellant shown in Fig. 49 however did not parti-

cularly correlate with the emissivity measurements (Fig. 26b); it was decided

then to make measurements at wavelengths where the measured emissivity levels

were higher - generally 2.2 or 4_.

The PU-AP propellant was selected for scanning through

the wavelength range of 1-6.4 _ See Fig. 29. All the temperatures calculated
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at the various wavelengths yielded reasonably identical temperatures except

between 3 and _3.8 where a significantly lower surface temperature was

obtained (_200°C difference). This coincides with the regime where the PU-AP

propellant is highly absorptive rather than transmissive. The increase in

temperature due to the inclusion of the lower emissivity value is about 100°C,

thus it appears that during burning the relative transmissabilltles may be

strongly altered. It is also possible that sufficient NH, OH and CH bonds

exist in the gas phase during combustion which absorb in the _3_ range to

substantially further reduce the energy emitted from the solid. It is not too

clear at this time how the effective emissivity at different wavelengths is

being altered, nor the relationship of the "isothermal" transmlssivity to the

actual surface energy emitted.

c. Steady-State Surface Temperatures

Three propellants were tested to determine the surface

temperature as a function of pressure. These are labelled

A) PU-AP AE = 9.7 kcal/m°K

B) PBD-AP = 13.2 "

C) PU-AP-2% A - catalyzed = 14.7 "

The surface temperature as a function of pressure for these is shown in

Fig. 30. The measured values are plotted in such a way as to derive an

activation energy, the values being those given above. For PBD the data

scatter was appreciable, however. These values are quite low, indicating a

strong sensitivity to pressure. This is probably a valid judgement since
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the propellants tested were all of high burning rate slope as is usual of

extinguishment propellants. These values also indicate that if extrapolated

to pressures of _2000 psia the surface temperatures would be unreasonably high,

hence that a mechanismchangewould occur between _200 psia and _2000 psia.

However, at the higher pressures the NaC_crystal window is structually too

weak to allow verification of this. Furthermore, at higher pressures the gas

phase absorption would dominate over the emission from the surface.

A typical trace of a firing to determine Ts(p) is given

in Fig. 31. There appear to be fluctuations at lower pressures which tend

to disappear at the higher pressures, supplementing results obtained using the

TC, and indicating a less stable surface temperature than at higher pressures.

There is also somedecay in the intensity as the firing progresses which was

accounted for by the regression of the grain away from the monochromatorslit,

during combustion. Just before burnout there is an unmistakable increase in

the intensity, and was encountered in most of the firings. This is probably

caused by the effectively higher average temperature of the profile near burn-

out. The durations, typically 80 msecat 15 psia for this event, correspond to

_200_, i.e. the depth of the convective profile. Such an argument however,

requires that the "surface" include emission from below the surface. As was

shownin the previous section, significant emission can be measured through the

grain.

Let us now turn our attention from the steady-state

measurementsto those occuring during depressurization.
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i. Surface Temperature Response

The three propellants were tested to determine their surface

temperature response during rapid depressurization. Typical traces for these

are shown in Fig. 32 through 34. In every case of the many firings made, the

response was sufficiently slow that the surface can be said to lag equilibrium

conditions by times bordering on .5 second.

A comparison between the steady-state temperature readings and

the instantaneous values are shown in Fig. 35 to 37; we note that the surface

temperature remains almost constant during the initial response but settles

down to the equilibrium value after some five seconds. Subsequent to these

results it was deemed necessary to determine if the response capabilities of

the pressure and infrared recording systems could be improved. A high response

pressure transducer with a Visicorder recording at 50 in/sec showed that the

pressure response was actually much faster during the initial .2 sec, but that

the previous values could be used as average values. The response of the

infrared could not be improved, but an estimate of the response time was

obtained, and the "actual" temperature calculated therefrom. These values are

shown in the graphs by dotted lines, and indicate that the beforementioned

results are valid. The surface temperature measurements at ambient pressures

using the planar thermocouple indicated the presence of a locally irregular

surface regression. This would then be compatible with the cyclic surface

temperature measurements using infra-red. During depressurization low fre-

quency surface temperature oscillations (_20 cps) were noted as seen in

Fig. 32-34, being more pronounced at 15 psia. It would therefore appear
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plausible that the nature of the surface regression during depressurization

is pulsating rather than steadily decreasing. Such an irregular regression

has been visually observed by Lovine (9), and a typical case is shownin

Fig. 39, where the instantaneous and steady state burning rates are shown.

The surface temperature response of the three propellants has been plotted as

T (p) in Fig. 35-37 for someof the typical cases to better emphasize thes

temperature lag characteristics. From such data, a simple correlation between

the rate at which the surface temperature responds to the average depressuri-

zation rate was obtained and is shownin Fig. 38. Note here that the aluminized

propellant (with catalyst) responds slowest, polybutadiene next and the poly-

urethane most readily. Insufficient data are available to say that this is due

solely to the binder, however polyurethane in general has been found to be more

readily extinguishable which is in agreement with these results. Furthermore,

there appears to be a leveling off of T vs _ at higher depressurization rates
s

indicating a decreasing capacity of the surface temperature to respond• It is

difficult to extrapolate the curves to rates of depressurization beyond several

hundred psia/sec, but at these highe r levels the differences between the binder

systems is probably not as important as at the lower depressurization rates.

Therefore, the binder differences may showup more in terms of affecting low

pressure extinguishment through curtailing PDL"
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2. Propellant Temperature Profile Response

In addition to determining the propellant's capability to

respond to surface temperature changes, it was felt that a knowledge of the

response capability of the entire profile would be desirable. This can be

obtained only by thermocouple measurements. The problem is obvious; since the

duration of the profile is only several tenths of a second, depressurization

must be initiated during the time that the thermocouple sees the profile pass-

ing. Since the response time of an operator is _.4 sec, an initial thermo-

couple ahead of a second recording TC was used to tell when the depressurization

would be initiated; the second TC was located at _500_ behind the first, to

allow for the .4 sec reaction time. Many such tests were run and often the TC

broke in the gas phase, probably because of the depressurization shock. A few

successful tests, however, were obtained. The results show that with more

sophisticated automated instrumentation the temperature profiles during

depressurization can be obtained, and these would give deep insight into the

actual extinguishment mechanism. Such a test result is shown in Figure 40.

The initiating profile was completely normal and reproduced

the result in Figure 27, where the TC broke because it was in the gas phase

at the instant of depressurization. The profile during depressurlzation, as

shown by Figures 27 and 40, is dramatically different. At initiation of

depressurization, the TC was calculated from the initiating profile to be _50_

below the surface. Rather than continuing to rise, the temperature actually

decreased and not until several tenths of a second did it again rise.
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Photographic coverage of the test did not reveal any abnormal flame behavior,

simply a lengthening of the flame zone. Becausethe profile decayed, it

appeared as if the surface had stopped regressing. Calculations assuming a

complete interruption of the burning front were carried out for two cases,

zero flux, and 20%steady-state flux. These are comparedto the actual profile

in Figure 41. The similarity of profiles indicates that the burning rate was

essentially interrupted and that the "flux" was some20%of the steady-state

value. These results indicate further that the profile at deeper portions of

the grain actually respond which is in opposition to the model proposed by

Marxman(I0). Wecan only hypothesize reasons for the profile responding at

depth at this time, but it appears that radiation and solid phase reactions

must be involved. The 20%steady-state flux rate was chosen because this would

be approximately the reduced flux level predicted by the Paul model for the

average depressurization rate.
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If a solid acts simply as an inert thermal carrier, the applica-

tion of heat flux to the surface will produce a rate of change of temperature

given by Carslaw and Jaeger(2)

T- T =2o _k q _-_ <e-x2/4_t x _-_ erfc x---L"12 st 2 _ (5)

The ignition time (when T(x=0) changes to a run-away condition) should then

vary with flux so that

.-2
t. _q
xg

Experimentally, however, the exponent is generally lower, say -1.3 to -1.8,

departing more drastically at high flux levels as shown in Figure 42. Secondly,

the effect of grain temperature would be to shift the ignition times by sub-

stantially lesser amounts than actually observed (Figure 42). These two

effects can best be explained in terms of solid phase reactions. We then

must solve the transient equation

_T _2T ZQ E
_-_ = e --+ (i __)n exp

_y2 pC s -_

Equation (6) was solved by Price and Bradley (21) for n = 0, who found that

(6)

prior to any significant onset of the reaction term, the curve obeys (5). We

have found that the time when the temperature increase is run-away can be
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determined by letting the surface temperature be governed by the first order

quadrature solution (i.e. neglecting the reactive contribution).

s -1/2 E
= _ t + exp (7)RT

S

The reason for this is that the Arrhenius type reaction is negli-

gible until T reaches a "critical" value. Figure 43 compares the results of

s d2 T @
Price, where the run-away condition s-- = as calculated from Equation (7)

dt 2

is shown as block points. The heat generation term therefore behaves as an

independent factor (i.e. a solid phase vs surface ignition model is not

distinguishable by ignitability data) and hence could be considered to occur

at the surface; thus measurements of T will not be a sensitive function of
S

the temperature profile below the surface during ignition heating. Because of

this, even a small net rise in temperature above what is expected from the

case of an inert solid phase can be considered to demonstrate the existence

of solid phase exothermicity. This measurement was made using a TC located

200_ below the surface and a monochromator to measure the surface temperature,

and the results are shown in Figure 44. The heat flux was supplied by a

carbon arc illuminator operating at low rates (_2 cal/cm2/sec). For the case

of an AP propellant, the departure from the inert profile occurs well below

the phase transition and is verified by the temperature profile of this

propellant during burning (Figure 7). Similar results have recently also been

obtained by Inami (22) at SRI who found that KCI04 acted inertly while AP

acted as a solid phase heat generating source. The reactions in depth may
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possibly be photochemical in nature, but this has not yet been verified. This

can be determined by supplying radiative heating at different wavelengths. No

effect of wavelength on time-to-ignltion has been observed, hence it would

appear unlikely that photochemical reactions are important.

The effect of solid phase reactions on ignition was next con-

sidered for the case of an extinguished propellant. Microtomed samples of an

extinguished propellant were taken from three depths of the grain, 0-40_,

40-80_, and 80-120_. The DTA thermograms of these samples are shown in

Figure 45 and show the presence of the first "chlorate" exotherm existing to

grain depths of at least 120_. The microtomed samples did not show any

physical traces of departure from normality. An extinguished propellant

therefore is not only more readily ignited but should show a higher burning

rate after ignition, to depths of several hundred microns.

Two samples of AP were each taken up to 438°C, below the defla-

gration temperature, where some weight loss as shown by TGA has occurred.

Allowing these samples to cool and reheating produced the DTA thermograms

shown in Figures 46 and 46-a. The small "chlorate" exotherm initially at 320°C

was shifted to a lower temperature and more energetic exotherm, the exothermi-

city increased strongly with heating rate. These results indicate that heat

treated AP decomposition goes by at least three different mechanisms. The

first exotherm is probably associated with some "chlorate" impurities, and

this reaction can be driven to completion prior to deflagration. It is possibly

also generated by pre-heatlng through radiation during the burning phase. The
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III,D, Ignitability of Solid Propellants (cont.)

other two mechanisms were discussed and behave as untreated AP. Reheating a

PBD-AP propellant produced similar results (Figure 46-b), but it should be

noted that an exotherm appears to exist prior to the 242°C endotherm.

Let us suppose that an interruption of the burning rate has

occurred during depressurization. The propellant now can be reignited more

readily and in a motor where heat flux can continue even after extinguishment,

reignition is likely to ensure. The effect of heat flux and pressure on

ignition are shown in Figure 47 for a typical extinguishable propellant. At

normal operating conditions during extinguishment, the time to ignite a sub-

sequent layer which might have been (temporarily) extinguished, is from .5 to

.i the original ignition time. These shorter times to ignition are available

to the propellant since depressurization rates are generally not high enough

in a motor to completely vent the system. The data presented in Figure 47

show that the chemical induction time of the solid phase (t) has been changed
o

by depressurization, but not the gas phase lower ignitability pressure; this

is again further evidence of solid phase reactions controlling the decomposi-

tion process leading to ignition and then burning. The slope of t. vs _ is
ig

reduced to a -1.3 relationship indicating a large departure from the "inert"

case. Motor extinguishment tests therefore would appear to be as much a

measure of reignitability as of extinguishability.

Permanent extinguishment then requires that the depth of the

reaction profile must be extended into the grain sufficiently that reignition

is prevented, making sustained extinguishment at high pressures generally

impossible.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The experimental data taken during the course of this program strongly

suggest that the solid phase is not a chemically inert material nor acts as a

simple thermal conductor of energy. Rather it is a highly reactive substance

and is transmissive to radiation. Sufficient solid phase exothermicity appears

to be available to actually determine the burning rate, at least at low pres-

sures, while the radiant transmission is to such depths as to substantially

preheat the propellant. Because these conclusions are in conflict with the

generally accepted gas phase theory, it would be amiss not to comment further.

Primary evidence for ruling out the solid phase comes from thermocouple

measurements; for a chemically inert, conductive substance £n (T-T °) vs. x

would be linear. Calculations and closer scrutiny of data (in the lieterature

as well as our own), however show several discrepancies with the inert model.

There would be no reason for the diffuslvity to change with pressure, as has

been found to be the case, nor to account for high diffusivities deep into the

grain. Furthermore, thermocouple data always have slight undulations in them -

previously explained in terms of propellant heterogeneity. These undulations

now are correlated with DTA, and we feel that the differentiated temperature

traces too closely resemble the DTA traces to be purely coincidental. If we

then consider that the thermal diffusivity is effectively a measure of radiative

and conductive heat flux and therefore depends on pressure through reaction rate

and emissivity, the superimposition of radiation on solid phase reactions
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Discussion of Results (cont.)

becomesmore plausible.

By radiative superimposition we do not meanto imply that convective

heat flux is not important, but rather that the radiative flux is substantially

greater than has generally been believed. The radiative role will be especially

pronounced at low pressures because the gradient will be shallow and the emis-

sivity will be high, thus leading to increased heat losses from the surface to

the gases and finally extinguishment. Poorer combustion should also be anti-

cipated. Temperature profile and T(t) measurementsnear the lower pressure

deflagration limit should result in a better understanding of the factors

governing PDL" To demonstrate the radiative role, we have used carbon black in
Q

the PBD propellant and been able to drastically decrease the burning rate and

slope. Carbon black is however catalytic so that the radiation hypothesis is

not completely verified by this preliminary test. The use of ZrC, which is

inert, and decreases radiation, should clarify this point.

The transient response of the profile at depth indicates an unexpectedly

fast response mechanism; certainly the response is faster than would be indi-

cated by a conductive wave. The radiative wave has been shown to be capable

of establishing itself an order of magnitude faster than the conductive wave

and would result in a shallower profile during depressurization leading to

higher emissivity and radiative heat losses. Therefore it appears possible

that radiation may play a key role in extinguishment, something which is

correlated with the fact that propellants compsed of small AP particles

extinguish easier. However, more data are necessary to more clearly define

this effe t.
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Discussion of Results (cont.)

The transient response measurements show that the surface temperature

lags equilibrium for a significant duration during depressurization and that

this inability to react and reach equilibrium increases as the depressurlzatlon

rate is increased. This would mean that the Paul model is more realistic. The

data indicate that PU is a faster responding binder material than PBD and would

explain why the former is generally more easily extinguishable.

The increased ignltability of solid propellants following extinguishment

has been traced to solid phase reactions of greater exothermiclty, changing the

tlme-to-ignitlon vs flux to a more sensitive functional relationship.

We conclude by noting that solid phase reactions and radiation give a

propellant a dynamic quality in which the ballistic properties are affected

by the thermal history of the propellant, as evidenced by increased reignita-

bility of a surface following extinguishment and by the changing emissivity

produced by changes in the temperature gradient. This dynamic quality will

result in the burning rate of a propellant being different under ostensibly

similar ambient conditions. A propellant which has been extinguished will

thus burn at a higher rate when reignlted. Casting against different surfaces,

changes in the igniter induced thermal flux pattern, and changes in the

radiative flux induced by motor geometry (especially at low pressures) will be

some of the specific factors altering the motor burning rate.
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APPENDIX I

DERIVATION OF STEADY-STATE

AND TRANSIENT BURNING RATE MODEL

A. STEADY-STATE

The steady-state model presented below examines the flame structure in

the gas phase and the related thermal structure allowing chemical reactions in

the solid phase. The results are discussed in the text. The boundary con-

ditions are stipulated by which the separate solid-gas phase descriptions are

related to yield a unique burning rate.

Zeldovich Equations

The heat flux and enthalpy leaving a section is equal to the flux and

enthalpy into the section plus the heat liberated by chemical reactions, i.e.,

for steady-state combustion

d__ [rPs(CpT ) + q] = QJdy

where J is the rate of reaction. In the solid phase, we assume

-E/RT
J = Z(l-_) n e

while in the gas phase, the reaction rate requires a density dependence

-E/Rr
n )nJ = Z'p (i-_ e

Similarly, the extent of the reaction is governed by the mass flow due to

convection and diffusion, so that

d[_y rPs_ - Dp = J

In the solid phase, D is negligible.
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Nowthe heat flux, q, is assumedgoverned by Fourler's law, i.e., for

conduction alone

The above statements can be derived in terms of several simultaneous

reactions and the relative diffusion of all the species; see Hirschfelder and

Curtlss (9) • However, our purpose here is to determine a general structure,

and the extent of the reaction, E, defined as usual in Irreversible Thermo-

dynamics (see Prlgogine (13)) allows for this. Similarly, the properties,

C ,k,D... are themselves pressure and temperature sensitive• These changesP

would have a secondary influence on the preliminary results desired, hence

will be assumed constant here. However, the relative value of D to u called

the Lewis Number, Le, is important and is considered.

Using the nomenclature defined in the glossary, the mass and energy

balances reduce to the following:

Solid Phase -_<y < 0

dE e-E/RT
rP s d-_ = psZ(l-E) n

(1.1)

dT d2T QPs z
-- =-- (I-E) n e-E/RT (1.2)

rPs dy UPs dy2 C
s -i

Z [=] see

Gas Phase

G = E Dp dE 0 < y <+ _
rp s dy

dG d d2_ Z On e-E/RT
rPs d-y = rPs dyy - DO _ = ' (i-_) n

dy

(2.1)

(2.2)
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d2T - Q Z' on (i-_) n e-E/RT
2 C

dy p

Z' [=] sec -I [c_cc]

(2.3)

- (n-l)

In a gas, _p is mainly temperature dependent, however for our purposes it

suffices to use an average value.

Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions at the edges of the combustion zone by definition

require no transport of energy and completion of the reaction, i.e.,

y _ -- co

y ------_ + oo

dT _0 1

dy

_ ----_ 0

T = T
o

dT _0 1

dy

dG = d___---_ 0
dy dy

_ = G----_ i

T = Tf

At the hot edge (+ =) of the combustion zone, an indeterminacy arises from

the ratio of (2.2) to (2.1), namely

d[ ]d-_ T - _p Ty
rpp = Q

d C

dy G p

However, for the simple case of the function of J used above, it can be shown

that J -----_ 0 sufficiently fast that dT/dG is uniquely defined.
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The equations, (i) and (2), can be integrated when the functions are

assumedcontinuous. At the gas-solld interface we assumea StleltJes-

Lebesgue integration is possible where the surface reactions (J) are allowed

to generate heat. Equation (2.1) then becomes

r0s [CpT -CsTs]+ (_-_) -(_ydT) = Lr0 s (3)
s \ Y g s

where L now represents the heat liberated from all the possible types of

surface reactions including vaporization and reactions which may be either

pressure dependent or independent. Similarly, since no mass is created at the

surface, (2.1) integrates to

r0sGs - r0s_s = 0 (4)

Equation (4) is that assumed by Hirschfelder and Curtiss (9). It should be

noted that (3) and (4) also follow from an overall mass and energy balance.

Thus, integrating (i.i) and (1.2) from - _ to the surface

= s dT

r0s_s -_S Z(l-_)n e-E/Rr dy = _-- 0s(rs-T°) - SOs dyy s
(1.3)

and in the gas phase from the surface to + _,

r0s(l-G s) = Z' n(l-_)n e-E/RT dy = _ 0s[Tf-T s] - a0 _ dT (2.4)
o s

Using (i) and (2.4) in (3), and remembering that k = a0C

0s [Cp-Cs ]Ts = 0s <L + [Q (I-G s) - Cp(Tf-T s)] Cp + [_s Q-Cs(Ts-To )]}

or
L + Q(I-Gs) + Q_s = CpTf - CsT ° (5)
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Since the RHSof (5) must equal the total enthalpy change, Q+L, we must again

stipulate (4).

The burning rate can then be calculated if the following parameters

are known: Z,Z',n,E,Tf,To,Ts,_,D,Q,_s,Cp,Cs,L. Obviously, the major diffi-

culty lies in experimentally determining these values. As an example, the

heat of reaction in the gas phase can only be estimated. Thus if we assume

that the enthalpy content at someintermediate gas temperature (T<Tf)

corresponds to the equilibrium composition at that enthalpy, the temperature

can be determined. For instance, for pure AP, we have madethermodynamic

calculations at 1 atmospherewhich show that the composition does not change

appreciably in the flame temperature range:

At 1373°K= Tf 1300°K

Mole fraction: [HCI] = .234 .2345

[N2] = .118 .118

[H20] = .354 .3535

[02] = .294 .294

Enthalpy 370.6 cal/g 344.6 cal/g

Thus apparently, 26.0 cal/g are required to raise the temperature from 1300 to

1373°K. This is in reasonably good agreementwith the enthalpy change

C (73) = 24.6 cal/g required. A reasonable heat of reaction for the gas
P

phase, considering a surface temperature of 475°C, therefore appears to be

220 cal/gm. This value is comparable to values determined for the solid phase

decomposition of AP.

The latent heat, L, the extent of the reaction at the surface, _s'

and Z' and E for the gas are at this time beyond being measuredor even
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estimated. However, instability (combustion) measurementsmay eventually

allow somereasonable estimated of L to be determined. The solid phase

kinetics can be estimated using DSC. The order of reaction in the gas phase,

n, is estimated as twice the burning rate slope; as will be shownlater this

is only an approximation. The various dlffusivities can be measured and at

least for the solid up to relatively high temperatures approximately estimated

above that. Finally, the surface temperature can be measured, and these

values will be used in the burning rate model. Thus we see that it is mainly

the gas phase for which kinetic and thermodynamic data are not available.

From Eq. (1.3) we obtain

If T
s

can be evaluated.

Q _s = T -T - _ T (1.3.1)C s o r ys
s

Q_s
and _Ty s can be reasonably measured from the temperature profile,

s

However, as we shall show in the following section, when

Q/C is small, even large changes in Q do not change the burning rates

appreciably, hence the inverse is true, the burning rate data do not provide

a sensitive means of calculating Q. Since Q of the deflagration process can-

not be obtained from DTA, it appears that use of another type of instrument

such as a differential scanning calorimeter is required.

Be RESULTS OF COMPUTER CALCULATIONS

i. Solid Phase

The solid phase equations can be integrated by multiplying (i.i)

by T
Y

and eliminating J between (i.i) and (1.2). Thus

y c_ - _ = (1-_) n exp
E

dT (1.4)RT "
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Generally, only a small fraction of the total reaction is completed in the

solid phase and _ decreases to a negligible value for T_ .9 T
s

we can integrate (1.4) directly to

Therefore,

.T

az,(l_$s)n j s exp -E/RT dT
T

2 o
r = (1.5)

-T SsTs o 2 C
s

It is not difficult to show that for E/RT>>I, the integral is essentially

e-E/RTs RT 2/E. Comparison of
s

(1.5) with the exact computer calculation shows

that the burning rate so calculated is within a few percent of the exact value.

2. Gas Phase Calculations

When the Lewis number is unity, the gas phase equations can be

combined to give

C d--y _
P

_P _y =_-_ T T_-PPs rPs Y
(2.5)

c (T-Ys)
$ = Ss + P Q

(2.6)

Using the second boundary condition

C

Ss = I - _]_ (Tf-T s) (2.7)

Thus only if Q = C (Tf-Ts) can the gas phase reactions begin at a vanishinglyP

small extent of reaction in the solid phase. In general, however, $ should

be finite to allow for solid phase reactions. More generally, when the Lewis

number is not equal to unity, the general solution is
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where

C rps____y
= i - -_ (Tf-r s) + (_-_) exp _PQ

f _rPsY
= Le-ILe exp --_p d_; _ = lim

o _-'_1

Thus the effect of diffusion is to shift the extent of the reaction closer

to the surface as Le is decreased. However, the burning rate is essentially

determined by the maximum reaction rate, Jm' and this value is not drastically

altered by small deviations in Le away from unity, hence the burning rate is

nearly that for the case of Le=l.

Just as in the case of solid phase reactions, Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3)

can be combined to yield the temperature gradient

c_P--e-T -- [T-Tf] + (I-G) Q--rp y C
s p

and the diffusion parameter is then given for Le=l

rp
sd-T y= s0

P

= Z i<e,nE, T

Hence (rPs) 2 =

epz (_) S (Sfo_o)n e-l/80 LQ R J
s

i 2

S
S (0 - 0f) dG + QR [I-G
G CE 2
s p L

(2.8)

where 0 = RT/E

Now the integrals in the numerator and denominator are dominated by the

maximum reaction rate, i.e., when
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n

J = (@f@- e) e_I/@

is a maximum. This occurs at a e value of

RTm ef

E m l+n @
f

n

for which Jm = (ned--f)exp -i/ef

Comparison with exact computer calculations shows that the integrals can be

reasonably well approximated by 1/2 Jm/(l-Gs) and (em- ef)(l-Gs) and

Eq. (2.8) becomes

(rPs)2 =

i (pCpnTfln e-E/RT f

1-G ](l-Gs)2 em- ef+ QRCE s
P

A more exact integration of Eq. (2.8) would include the lower limit of surface

temperature, which would replace the activation energy term by

[exp -E/RTf - exp -E/RTs] ; the latter term is essentially negligible. Thus

the gas phase burning rate is essentially independent of surface temperature

until T approaches T , which has been verified by computer calculations.
s m

As Ts -----_ Tm, the burning rate decreases sharply because the gas phase

reactions cannot dispose of the reactant species coming from the solid.

Finally, it is necessary to point out how convergence of a

solution is achieved. Two criteria must be fulfilled simultaneously,

dT
0 and _,-----_ _ as y-----_+ _. By reiteration a burning rate is

dy

selected and the calculations through the profile are carried out. As is
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seen from Fig. 3-A, the solutions for too large or too small a burning rate

are quite different and the burning rate can be accurately determined even

if the convergence criteria are not precisely met. The burning rate equations

can be rearranged into dimensionless groups to give

d8

dy 8 - ef + A(I-G)

I  l°e0
d-8 = 8 - Gf + A(I-G)

8f - 8

= 1 _ + (_- _) ey

where y, =yr

()n
(r0s)2

A = QR
CE
P

C. TRANSIENT-STATE EQUATIONS

The complexity of the partial differential equations describing the

burning rate under transient conditions requires that some simplifying

statements be invoked. Although this prevents an exact mathematical descrip-

tion from being obtained, the most important features of the burning rate

response to transient pressure conditions can be determined. The transient

reaction and energy balances are given by
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where

mass: =
_t r_y

_T Qs

energy: _--_--_ T - r(t) T - --yy y C
s

= z(l-_) n exp (-E/RT)

Combining the aforementioned mass and energy balances

( 1T-To C s _y2 o_t = _ -- (T-To) - r Tyy T-T C_s ]

(6)

The reaction extent decays over such a small temperature differenct that the

extent of the reaction can be assumed to vary almost linearly with temperature

in the reaction profile of the grain. A negligible error is then incurred by

including -C_--o, in the second derivative term. With this addition,

Equation (6) assumes the familiar Fourier heat transfer form.

Introducing the variable

V "_-

T - To - Qs _/Cs

T - T - Qs _s/Css o
o

the transient heat conduction equation can be written

_V _2V _V
-- = _ -- - r -- (7)
_t 2 _y

_y

Let F = ___V (8)
_y

Differentiate (7) with respect to y

?y?t = B-_ = _-_ a_y- r F
(i0)
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The flux function, F, is governed by the samepartial differential equation

as the temperature.

The initial condition is given by the steady-state solution prior to

onset of depressurization.

i,

roY
v(t=0) = exp

ro roY
or F(t=0) =-- exp

Since we desire to determine how the temperature profile responds to a change

in flux, it is necessary to describe the flux during extinguishment in a

realistic fashion, e.g., realistic in terms of motor conditions. Since the

n
flux at the surface was shown to be proportional to p , and during depres-

surization _/p tends to remain essentially constant (9), we can let

n
F_p

n-Ior F % n_ p = nF
P

This boundary condition simply stipulates that the gas generated by the

propellant does not contribute sufficient mass to change the pressure.

Integrating F = F exp n_t
o p

Hence, the second boundary condition assumes an exponential decay:

2. F(y=0) = F exp (-Kt) t > 0
O

Comparison of Equations (8) and (9) at t - 0 gives F = r /_.
o o
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Finally, in steady-state, the burning rate can be assumedto depend on the

surface temperature in a form given by Equation (i). Note that this form

still allows chemical reactions in the solid phase to be controlling.

Nowas the surface temperature decreases with a decreasing flux, the steady-

state burning rate will also decrease. It is obvious that the temperature

decrease during depressurization precedes the reduction in burning rate.

3. The second and final boundary condition requires that as y----_- =,

the gradient must vanish, i.e.,

F(- =,t) = 0

To solve Equation (9), we use the Laplace transform which is defined by

f -Stf (y,s) = e

o

F(y,t)dt

Applying this to Equation (9), we obtain

d2f
7

d _ -st
sf - F(t=0) - _ --+ _y 9 e F(y,t) r dt = 0

dy 2 o

Since the burning rate as a function of time is the unknown desired to be

determined, we use a Laplacian average burning rate, r, so that we obtain

finally

d2f df r y-- O

r a_y sf = - F exp2 o
dy

The solution to Equation (i0) has the form

f = A exp my + B exp --

r y
o

(i0)
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Applying the boundary condition, Equation (9), evaluation of the constants

gives

A m_ m m

B

m _

F F
o o

K+s 2
rr -r

o o
s +

F
o

-- 2
rr -r

o os +

r r -_ ./ 4sa

V l+_---g
r

(ii)

Inverting the Laplace transform of (10) using Equation (ii) yields Equation

(6) in the text.
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APPENDIX II

EFFECT OF EROSIVE BURNING ON CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Many empirical descriptions of erosive burning are available in the

literature, and models of the heat transfer mechanism, such as Corner (3),

have been put forth. However, the contribution of chemical kinetic and

thermodynamic variables on erosive burning has not been clearly defined.

The momentum boundary layer equation is given by Schlichting

where

U 2 d@ ii dU 2
7ix+ T 0u _Tx= v, (c-1)

rp s
V = --

o p

U is the mean stream velocity

v, is the friction velocity

@ is the momentum boundary layer thickness

No Blowing
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The heat flux to the surface is given by

Similarly, the friction velocity at the wall is given by

(c-2)

:_u) (C-3)v*2 = :_Y s

It is beyond the scope of this analysis to determine the various

possible friction velocities with mass addition, since these also depend on

the bulk stream velocities and geometries. However, by analogy between

(C-2) and (C-3), we see that if the thermal conductivity is replaced by an

effective turbulent value, (k + kT) , and if we assume that the conductivities

are related to the turbulent kinematic viscosities by analogy of (2) and (3),

kT _T
= -- then the added heat flux augmenting burning rate can bei.e., _-- 9 ,

solved if v,(U) is defined.

First of all, no appreciable augmentation in flux occurs until

2
v, >> v U, since until then the boundary layer thickness does not grow

O

appreciably. Hence, the burning rate would not be augmented until some

threshold velocity, U, is reached. Empirical data generally correlate the

burning rate in terms of an erosive constant, Kv, so that

r
t

_--= 1 + Rv(U-Uo) (C-4)

At low velocities, the turbulent core which displaces the temperature profile

closer to the grain surface will not markedly change the temperature profile

in the immediate gasification zone. Let us now consider the chemical kinetic

factors entering into the erosive constant.
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The augmentation in burning rate due to an increased heat flux at the

surface caused by turbulence would result in an increase in surface tempera-

ture, so that from Appendix I,

exprt11i]Ir 2R Ts t

where the subscript, t, refers to turbulent conditions.

(c-5)

Similarly, from the solid phase equation

d2T dT Qr d_

--+ r d-_ = C dx
as dx2 s

(C-6)

the flux at the solid interphase is

ksI i ( 1idx_ s = r PsC s Ts-T ° Cs

which is related to the flux from the gas phase by

I = kldTl+Lpr-ks _x s - _d-XX_g

where L is the heat of reaction of surface reactions. Under turbulent

conditions, the effective thermal conductivity, k + kt, gives

rtPsCs Ts t - T -- - (k + k t) _x, o C C
s s g

(C-7

(c-8)

(C-9)

The turbulence changes the local heat flux throughout the gas temperature

profile so that the energy balance is given by

d dT dT
(k + kT) _ = C _ r 0dx p t dx "r

(C-IO)
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In order to solve Eq. (C-10), let us assume that the temperature profile con-

sists of two zones, a heating zone and a chemical reaction zone. Although

this technique is not useful in solving (i0) exactly for rt, we are interested

only in comparing rt to r and the errors introduced by creating two zones

should be negligible.

In the chemical reaction zone (neglect dT/dx), so that integrating (i)

up to the end of the reaction zone

TI .

- (k+kT)2 JdTl2 = 2 f Q(T) dT (k + kT)
_dX_g T

s,t

Calling
Q_s L

T + +----T
o _ c o

s s
(C-11)

] 2 T1') = 2 (k+k T) f
rtPsCs(Ts't - To T

s,t

Under non-erosive conditions

Q(T) dT

rPsCs(Tsl , ]2 TI .- T ) = 2 k f Q(T) dT

o T
s

The major difference between the two integrals is due to the difference in

surface temperatures, i.e., f Q(T) dT_Qg(T 1 - T ); hences

: + .... (C-12)

L TIT s

The bracket term is of order of unity, since the surface temperature does not

have to change appreciably in order to change the burning rate strongly.
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In the heating zone, neglecting Q, we have

d dT dT
d-_ (k + kt) _xx= - rtPsCp _xx

Integrating once, we get

g

rtPsCp (T-T t)
k+k s,

t

Integrating a second time, we get

t

[ Ir°crtPsCp(Ts,t-To ) dx fe t s pfk+d--_ dx
= - exp - rtPsC p f_$_-- t

T-Ts, t k+k t t J

Although kt is a function of x, the effect of the exponential is to cancel

this dependency, hence to a close approximation

!

T-T

o = exp - rtPsCp rJ dx' 'k+-k
Ts ,t-To t

Using x in the negative direction, and integrating up to a point, x, where

the temperature is T1
!

TI-T o
£n

T t-Ts, o

X 1

= rtPsCp f dx
' k+k to

Hence

r
t

r

f dx 1-I
J k+k t ] TI-T o

£n =rp C
s p T -T

s,t o

(C-13)
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Using (12) and (13),

or

2

2 kt _2

-- F(T) + i + kt/k

[ TI-Ts Ts' t-To'

+

)12( 
£n '" o k+ktl

Ts, t-To

i + k/k t

I)-- exp - _ T T
s,t s

(c-14)

This second term on the right hand side can be reduced to a form involving

the friction velocity, by introducing the turbulent viscosity, thus

rPs P _i + _l_t I dx v I_
v,p i + _t/_

where P is the Prandtl number, typically about unity.
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APPENDIX III

DIFFERENTIATING CIRCUITRY

Figure A-I shows the circuit design used to differentiate the voltage

signal, el, except that the "bound" circuit was found to be unnecessary for

the signals processed. Figure A-2 illustrates the voltage-gain vs frequency

(log-log) for the typical circuitry. Ghe breakover frequency, Wc, should be

chosen through proper selection of Cd, Rd, Ri, Ci, to be about one decade

above the highest frequency signal to be processed. Even then some departure

from ideal differentiation will occur, namely a decrease in ideal amplitude

and a phase lag, respectively of 1% and -11.4 ° Suppose that w is set at
c

some typical value, and differentiation is without appreciable error. Any

attempt to increase w will result in an increase of the voltage output of
c

the intrinsic noise level of the circuit, until the output noise level is

intolerable. At the other extreme, if w is made too small, higher fre-
c

quencies in the input spectrum will be grossly distorted. For the present

case of differentiating the thermocouple voltages, the following values

were used:

Rd = 200,000

Cd = 0.15 mfd

R. = 2,000
1

C. = 4,000 pfd
1
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DIFFERENTIATINGCIRCUIT

Cd R.1

I BOUND ICIRCUIT

Rd

Ci

IC.....

Figure A-I P(.) = d(.)
dt

)' "O

e _

"RdCdP

(I+P/_ c)

2 el

VOLTAGE GAIN VS FREQUENCY FOR DIFFERENTIATING CIRCUIT

1.0
/

I Band Pass I
Differentiator_ Filter Integrator

> log

Figure A-2
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APPENDIX IV

RADIATION EFFECT IN A BURNING PROPELLANT

Consider the temperature profile in Figure A-3 where a radiator

source is superimposed on the convective gas profile.

Convective

Flux

Radiation

Source

qr = _Tf 4

Plane at x

Surface

Emitter

I =goT

qs s s

<

4

Thin section at x
O

of thickness _x
O

Figure A-3

Radiation

Sink
4

O

qL = aL°TL 4

The rate of change of energy in the slab at x if thickness 6x is

This rate of change is due to the net conductive heat flux across the section

qx - qx+_x = - _x_-i_x

plus the net heat effectively produced at x by radiation. The radiation flux

is composed of that portion absorbed by the plane at x in the thin section 6x

minus the radiative loss from the section. At any arbitrary plane x ando

temperature T radiates from both faces of the section 6x with an intensity
O O
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4 However, this section absorbs per unit length with an absorbtlvlty K,oT o •

which is also its emissivity, hence the irradiancy is K_T 4 6x . The radiation
O o

emitted from the section at x is attenuated as it travels to x so that
o

the flux impinging at the section x is KOTo4 6Xo exp -K(X-Xo).

In addition, the source outside the propellant supplies a flux

attenuated by the absorbtivity, _f_Tf4e -Kx. The sum impinging at x is

therefore

x

ql = _fcTf 4e-Kx + f KCTo4 exp - K(X-Xo) dXo
o

Similarly, the flux passing between x
o

given by

> x and the end of the grain, L, is

x

q2 = _LCTL 4 e-K(L-x) + _L
KoT 4 e-K'Xo-x'( _ dx

O O

The fraction of energy absorbed by the thin section at x of all the radiation

going from one end of the grain to the other, therefore, is

K_x (ql-q 2)

and the radiation loss is 2KoT 4 6x.

produced at x by radiation is

(K(ql-q2) - 2KoT4) 6x

The energy balance reduces to

Therefore, the net heat effectively

C _T = _ _ + K(61_62_.__ . _ 2KoT 4
0 _t _x
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With a boundary moving at a rate r the energy carried across the section at
d

x is dxxrpC(T-T ).
O

Assuming the conductive flux is related to the tempera-

ture by Fourier's Law, we have finally at steady-state

__ _T J|afoTf4 -Kx0 = k _2T + rpC _x + K e
_x 2 [L

X

+ f KoT4(Xo ) exp -K(X-Xo) dx °
O

x- aLOTo 4 e-K(L-x) - / KoT4(Xo ) exp - K(Xo-X ) dx ° - 2oT 4
O

This is an integro-differential equation whose solution may not be possible

of an analytic solution. Near the surface and for significantly sized
/

propellant webs, the bracket term, 4 _, can be assumed governed by the

L I

source flux. This simplifies the above to

d2T dT K I_faTf4 -Kx 10 = _--+ r _x +_dx2 e

The radiative heat flux at the surface is generally described by an expression

of the form

qr = _f°Tf 4 - es°Ts4 _ _LOTL 4 e-KL (A-I)

In actuality, the flux into the grain is ql' while the flux going out of the

grain is -42 , hence the net flux is _i+_2 , or

x L

_foTf4-Kx 4-K(L-x) + f e-K(X-Xo) fe - _L T oe KoT 4 dx -
S O

O X

KoT 4 e-K(Xo -x) dx
O

Comparison of the above two equations at the surface gives the emissivity

KL

E = e o dKx
S O

O
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If T is assumedapproximately exponential in x, say

T -%x
--= e O
T
S

_s -- + 4-! i -

For deep grains this reduces to

i (typically _ 2 at higher burning rates)
_s = 4_

I+--
K

Since _ will be proportional to the burning rate, we see that as the burning

rate decreases, the emissivity will increase, i.e. less radiation will pene-

trate the grain, thereby leading to extinguishment at low pressures. As the

burning rate increases, the emissivity will decrease and more radiant energy

will be allowed to penetrate, hence augmenting radiation effects at higher

pressures. The fact that the emissivity is burning rate dependent results

from the temperature gradient behind the grain which requires a contribution

of the solid such that the black body equivalent temperature is less than the

surface temperature. The emissivity is therefore a dynamic property of the

propellant and must be defined in terms of the total combustion process.

With the radiant flux now defined by (A-l), we have the temperature

gradient at the surface

-kTxs = qc + qr

The solution to the differential equation is

T-T
o

_foTf4/{r ) rx 4qe + qr + _-_ - i - -- _foTfc_ -Kx
= e - e
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Henceat the surface

4
rpC (Ts - To) = qc + qr - _foTf

= qc

Thus the surface temperature is basically dominated by the convective heat

flux from the gas phase. Because the radiant transmission is an "in depth"

effect, radiant energy influences the burning rate by a mechanism which

alters the propellant properties beyond the convective profile, specifically

the grain temperature. Therefore, the superposition of radiant energy

affects the burning rate through
r"
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NOMENCLATURE

Thermal driving force by radiation

Heat capacity

Activation energy

Radiative transmisslvity

Order of reaction

Pressure

Heat of reaction

Heat flux

Burning rate

Gas constant

Temperature

Time

Distance from surface

Voltage

Pre-exponential coefficient

Thermal diffusivity

Extent of reaction

Micron

Transmissivity

Gas solid phase absorptivity; absorptivity

Emissivity

Reflectlvity

Density

OK4

cal/gm °K

cal/mole

-i

ib / in 2

cal/cm

cal/cm 2 see

cm/sec

cal/mole °K

oK

sec

cm

volts

-I
sec (gm/cm3) -n+l

2
cm /sec

m

i_ = 10-4 cm

gm/cm 3
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s
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NOMENCLATURE (cont.)

Stefan-Boltzmann constant

Wavelength

Kinematic Viscosity

cal/cm 2 sec °K4

2
cm /sec

Surface or interphase between solid and gas phase

Ambient condition (y _ -_)
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